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PREFACE 
The application of the Rayleigh-Ritz energy method to the analysis 
of continuous rectangular thin plate problems is presented in this dis-
sertation. A mathematical model in the form of a polynomial series is 
adopted to represent the deflection surface of the plate. A set of 
simultaneous Fredholm Integral Equations of the First Kind for the edge 
redundant functions is obtained through the use of equations of conti-
nuity between panels. 
This research is the outgrowth of ideas expressed by Dr. Robert W. 
Little in the fall of 1963. At that time, Dr. Little suggested that 
the Rayleigh-Ritz energy method with the use of a polynomial series 
could be extended to the analysis of continuous rectangular plates. 
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advice and encouragement throughout the writer's graduate program. 
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knowledge on which he bases his dissertation. 
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this research. 
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The classical plate theory may be divided into three parts accord-
ing to the thickness and deflection of the plate; namely, 
1. small deflection theory of thin plates, 
2. large deflection theory of thin plates, 
3. thick plate theory. 
The analysis of a thick plate problem is considerably involved, 
because it is necessary to consider it as a three-dimensional problem 
of elasticity. Only a few particular cases up to this date have been 
solved. Problems of thin plates, based on the small deflection theory, 
both in the area of single panel with various edge conditions and of 
continuous several panels under certain limited conditions have been 
worked out. In the large deflection theory of thin plates, the strain 
of an element in the middle plane of the plate should be considered 
and thus two simultaneous nonlinear partial differential equations are 
f ormed.1 In the small deflection theory, only one linear partial 
differential equation of order four occurs. Kirchhoff2 showed that in 
this case two boundary conditions on each edge are sufficient to deter-
mine the deflection surface of the elastic plate. 
The work developed in this thesis will be based on the assumption 
of the small-deflection thin plate theory. Customarily, this theory is 
1 
often referred to as classical thin plate theory. In this theory, the 
following assumptions are made: 
1. The material of the plate is homogeneous, isotropic and con-
tinuous. 
2. The thickness of the plate is linearly elastic. 
J. The thickness of the plate is constant and is small in cornpa-
risen with other dimensions. 
4. The normals to the middle surface before deflection remains 
normal after deformation. 
5. The middle surface of the plate has no deformation during 
bending. 
6. Stresses normal to the middle surface are negligible. 
?. The plate undergoes small deformation which does not alter the 
geometry of the plate. 
8. The loads are lateral loads acting at the middle surface. 
Assumptions 4 to 6 listed are equivalent to neglecting the effect 
of transverse shear deformation on the bending of elastic plates. By 
taking this deformation into account Reissner's theory of bending of 
elastic plate yields a sixth-other partial differential equation for 
which all three boundary conditions can and must be satisfied.3,4 
Kirchhoff's boundary conditions can be sufficiently justified for a 
thin plate with small corner reactions. For a bent plate with a hole, 
small in comparison with the thickness of the plate, the magnitude of 
stress concentration at the edge of hole becoming uncertain, the 
classical thin plate theory cannot be adopted. 
1-2. Historical Study: 
Since the study of the behavior of elastic plates attracted so 
2 
many investigators, it is necessary to limit the following historical 
study only to the energy solution of thin plates with small deflection, 
and to continuous rectangular thin plates. 
The energy method was first developed by Ritz,5 who considered the 
problem of a clamped square plate acted upon by a uniform load, and who 
did not carry through the solution for moments and deflections. 6 Knott 
carried on this problem and obtained successfully the result of deflec-
tion at several points. By considering the same problem, Mesnager7 
using the improper functions, failed to obtain an accurate result. 
Later, Pickett8 developed a general formula and utilized the 
energy method to compute the unknown coefficients of a double power 
series for the deflection surface of a clamped plate. Timoshenko and 
Woinowsky-Krieger1 were able to obtain through the use of a Fourier's 
series an exact form of a Navier solution9 for a simply supported plate. 
M tl MI · T . d s· lO d . 1 . t ore recen y, c nnis, sai an ims use a specia power series o 
solve a square, uniformly loaded, clamped plate. Little11 applied the 
general formula for the problem of a concentrated loaded, cantilever 
plate. 
The solution for rectangular plates continuous in one direction 
over rigid supports was first obtained exactly by Galerkin.12 Marcus,13 
Jensen14 and Woinowsky-Krieger15 also studied the same problem. In 
Jensen's paper, a case having intermediate elastic supports was also 
considered. This case actually was studied one year earlier by Weber.16 
Newmark17 developed a distribution procedure in analyzing rectan-
gular plates that were continuous in one direction over rigid or 
--
flexible beams and were simply-supported on the side edges parallel to 
this direction. 
3 
Problems of rectangular plates continuous in two directions over 
supports were treated by Bittner,18 and Maugh and Pan,19 by assuming 
certain approximate continuity conditions between panels. Engelbreth, 20 
and Siess and Newmark, 21 ' 2·2 obtained an approximate solution through 
distribution procedures for the same problem. Lechter23 also analyzed 
this case by the flexibility approach. Corner supported rectangular 
plates, that were composed of an infinite number of identical panels 
acted upon by a uniform load, were considered by Nadai24 and Galerkin. 25 
Sutherland, Goodman and Newmark26 :ma.de analyses of this type of plates 
supported by elastic beams in some special cases. Recently, Ang, 27 
with Newmark, 28 developed a numerical procedure for obtaining an appro-
ximate but more general results. In their approach, the finite physical 
model similar to the finite.differences analogue was used. Further 
extension of this method was made to some plate-beam systems by Ang and 
Prescott. 29 Without considering the torsional effect of beams, Reddy30 
investigated this problem based on the flexibility methods. Oden3l also 
studied this problem through the use of a Fourier's series. 
4 
CHAPTER II 
SCOPE AND PROCEDURE OF INVESTIGATION 
2-1. Statement of the Problem 
The study of this thesis is concerned with the problem of conti-
nuous rectangular plates subjected to a general loading system of any 
type of out-of-plane forces .and couples. The behavior of the plate 
elements is strictly confined to the classical thin plate theory of 
bending and the analysis follows the assumptions made in page 2. Con-
tinuous plates may be composed of several basic panels continuous in 
one·or two directions over rigid or flexible beams. Certain type of 
special plate structures, such as an arbitrarily·stable plate with an 
"overhanging panel," is also considered. The support conditions of a 
basic panel are general and may have various edge conditions. 
2-2. Procedure of Investigation 
The general approach to the solution of a continuous plate struc-
ture under investigation in this thesis is through the use of the 
Rayleigh-Ritz energy method. A deflection surface function is assumed 
in the form of a polynomial series with arbitrary coefficients prernu.1-
tiplied by a function that satisfies the geometrical or essential 
boundary conditions of a basic rectangular plate. Expressions of the 
total potential energy of the plate in terms of the assumed deflection 
surface are formulated for each basic rectangular plate. The potential 
energy of unknown edge reactive force functions and edge moment func-
5 
6 
tions along the junctions of a continuous plate structure is also taken 
into account. By applying the principle of minimum potential energy, 
two infinite sets of infinite simultaneous equations are thus obtained. 
The compatibility relationships between the plates must then be 
established, from which two simultaneous Fredholm integral equations of 
first kind in terms of unknown edge reactive force functions and edge 
moment functions are obtained. A technique for solving these unknown 
functions is utilized by assuming these unknowns in the form of some 
other finite polynomial series and, thus, these unknown functions can be 
evaluated by the "matching" process term by term. 
In the case of an "overhanging plate," constrained relations for a 
free-free plate should be introduced from the conditions of static equi-
librium. 
· 2-3. Rayleigh-Ritz Energy Method 
It can be shown that from the principle of minimum potential energy, 
of all displacements satisfying the given boundary conditions of a stable 
structure, those which satisfy the equilibrium conditions.make the 
potential energy an absolute minimum. 
A procedure of solving a problem by employing the principle of 
minimum potential energy is that usually called the Rayleigh-Ritz method. 
In this method, the solution of a rectangular thin plate may be assumed 
in the form of an "admissible" series function of the displacements, and 
the total potential energy II is expressed in terms of this series func-
tion. Let the assumed deflection function be w(x,y) that consists of 
m x n undetermined parameters A .. and is in the form of 
. 1J 
w(x,y) = LL A .. X. (x) Y .(y) 
i j 1J 1 J (2-1) 
7 
in which i = 1, 2~ •••••• m, j = 1, 2, •••••• n. Since the potential 
energy must be a minimum at equilibrium, these parameters can be obtain 
-ed from the minimizing conditions 
e>II 
---= 0 oA .. J.J 
(i = 1, 2, ••• m; j = 1,2, ••• n) (2-2) 
If m x n parameters are taken, a set of m x n simultaneous equations is 
obtained from which these parameters can be solved·. 
The variational method used requires that the assumed functions 
X.(x) Y .(y) must be 11 admissible11 ; that is, these functions must satisfy 
l. J 
the geometric or essential boundary conditions, but need not satisfy 
the natural boundary conditions of the plate. When the series consider-
ed is a complete sequence, the minimization of the total potential 
energy enforces the condition of equilibrium that the virtual work 
vanishes with respect to each virtual displacements. 
2-4. Total Potential Energy of a Thin Plate 
The total potential energy consists of potential energy of deform-
ation or strain energy of bending and the potential energy of the exter 
-nal forces acting on the body. Following the assumptions of a thin 
plate, that the stresses normal to the plate and the transverse shear 
deformations are negligible, the strain energy U stored in the elastic 
plate can be represented by the following expression, 
1~[ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2] U=Q (ow) +(ow) + 2z;owaw+ 2(l-V)(ow) dA 
2 A ox2 oy2 ox2 oy2 ?Jxoy (2-3a) 
in which w = the deflection of the plate in the z direction (Fig. 2-1), 
A= the area of the plate, 
D = flexural rigidity of the plate Eh3 =----
12(1-V2) ' 
h = plate thickness., 
E = modulus of elasticity of the plate, 





Coordinate System of a Rectangular Plate 
For rectangular plates with zero deflection along all edges, expression 
(2-3a) may be reduced by the integration by parts into another simpler 
40 form: 
(2-3b) 
If the plate is under the action of a general load of intensity 
q(x,y), the potential energy of the total load may be written as 
Then, the total potential energy of a plate becomes 
II = U + V q 
(2-4) 
(2-5) 
The expression of strain energy U in equation (2-5), depending upon the 
geometric boundary conditions of a plate, may be in a form of either 
expression (2-3a) or (2-3b). 
2-5. The Plate Equations and Boundary Conditions 









xz Qxz + ~ dx 
dMxy 
··-M + dx 
·-xy cl x 
oMyx 
·---M.._ + dy 
--yx o y 
Differential Element of a Thin Plate 
The directions of positive bending moments, M:x: and~' twisting moments, 
Mxy am.d Myx, and shearing forces, ~z and ~z are indicated. All moments 
and shears are expressed per unit length. · Applying Hooke's law and the 
equations of equilibrium leads to the following expressions, 
M = .:.. D ('iw + V ,lw) 
x ox2·~ 
.... 2 
Mxy = Myx = - D (1-V) ooxov; 
_ _:;.:;t_ + :::::EJL _ D o w + o w dM._ oM (. 3 -.,.J ) 






Substituting expression (2-6) into the equation of equilibrium, that the 
9 
summation of the z components of the forces be zero, the differential equa-
tion governing the small deflection of a thin plate under bending is obtained, 
o4w + "o 4w a4w n 
----,- 2 + - .... 
ox~ ox2-;;yy2 ;;i; - D (2-7) 
The stresses may be also expressed in terms of the deflection 
function by the following relations, 
. 2 2 
~ = - 1~ (!x; + v:Y;) 
2 2 
er = _ ...E._ ( o w + V o w) 
y 1..v2 c)Y2 ?ix2 
Ez a2w 





where a:. and er: are normal stresses in the x and y directions respectively, 
x y 
'T.._ is the shearing stress and z is the distance of the point in ques-xy . 
tion measured down from the middle surface of the plate. 
The solution of a specific rectangular plate requires a deflection 
function w that satisfies equation (2-7) and the essential boundary 
conditions of the plate. 
The boundary conditions for a rectangular plate with edges parallel 
to the x and y axes of a rectangular coordinate system are considered 
primarily with the following three cases: 
a. Simply supported edge. If the edge x = a is simply supported, 
the deflection and bending moment along the edge must be zero. Further-
more, along this edge the curvature remains zero, arising from the fact 
that the deflection is zero along the boundary. Hence, 
2/w 
'."z (a, y) = 0 
ox 
w(a, y) = 0, (2-9) 
b. · Clamped edge. If the edge x = a is clamped, along this edge 
the deflection and the slope of the middle plane are zero. Therefore, 
w(a, y) = O, ~; (a, y) = 0 (2-10) 
c. Free edge. At a free boundary x = a, there are no bending and 
twisting moments, and also no shearing forces. That is, 
M (a, y) = O, 
x 
M (a, y) = O, 
xy Qxz (a, y) = 0 
11 
(2-11) 
However, only two conditions are sufficient for the complete determ.ina-
tion of the deflection surface of a thin plate. Three is too many. A 
proof can be obtained that the bending moment and the sum of shearing 
force and the rate of change of the twisting moment, the so-called 
"substitute shear force" or "reactive force," are to be prescribed along 




Thus, the boundary conditions for a free edge x = a are 
2 ) o w( ) . a· y + v 2 a, y = oy 
(2-13) 
CH.APTER III 
FUNCTIONS OF THE BASIC PLATE 
3-1. General 
In the analysis of the plate structures, the determination of the 
deflection surface of a rectangular plate may be accomplished by obtain-
ing some series function which satisfies the boundary conditions as well 
as the differential equation of a thin plate. An alternate approach to 
the solution of this problem can also be given by means of the Rayleigh-
Ritz method in assuming a deflection function that needs to satisfy only 
the essential boundary conditions of a plate. In the former approach, 
the deflection function that·satisfies the differential equation of a 
plate satisfies also the condition of equilibrium for each element of 
the plate. While in the latter, the minimization of the total potential 
energy guarantees each plate element approaches an equilibrium state. 
In this investigation, the Rayleigh-Ritz method is adopted to 
analyze a basic rectangular plate subjected to a general type of lateral 
loads as well as arbitrary edge moments and arbitrary edge reactive 
forces for the plate with a free edge. 
A function in the form of a double polynomial series in both the x 
and y directions with undetermined parameters A is assumed as a 
. mn 
general deflection surface w(x, y) of the plate. This double polynomial 
series is premultiplied by an appropriate function f (as by_\ to satisfy 
'la, I 
the geometrical boundary requirements of the plate. In order to simplify 
12 
13 
the numerical work, the deflection surface may be expressed in a dimen-
sionless form: 
w(x, Y) = f ;·;, t h I L Amn (; t ;·1·.r.·,t 
' · m n \ : 
(3-1). 
where a and bare length parameters of the plate in the x and y directions, 
respectively. 
3-2. Formation of Strain Energy for a Basic Rectangular Plate With 
Various Boundary Conditions 
This article is devoted to formulating the strain energy of bending 
of an elastic plate in terms of the assumed deflection function w(x, y). 
The origin of a coordinate system is specifically arranged in three 
different positions. Thirty cases of rectangular plates which are free, 
simply supported, clamped or corner-supported are considered as shown in 
Fig. 3-1. The advantages of biaxial symmetry and uniaxial symmetry of 
.the panels for cases 1 to 6 and cases 7 to 20, respectively, are taken 
into account. For non-symmetrical panels shown in cases 21 through 30, 
the origin of the coordinates is taken at the left upper corner of the 
plates. 
Substituting the assumed deflection surface into expression (2-3) 
and integrating over the whole area of the plate, the strain energy for 
the bending of the rectangular plates may be expressed in the following 
general form: 
A A C 
mn rs mnrs 
(3-2) 
The expressions for the coefficient C are successively recorded in 
mnrs 
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COEFFICIENT C - CASE 1 -------] 
mnrs 
t-------·------------ --- ------




Deflection surface& w • h ~f Amn[(!( - (;)m+2]~!t - (t;f+2] 
{ 
O, if m+r or n+s is odd; · 
Coefficient C n [ b2 · 2 J 
mnrs 4 -J +!:...K +21 
2 mnrs b 2 mnrs mnrs ' 
in which a 
otherwise, 
J . • [m(m-l)r(r-1) _ m(m-l}(r+2Hr+l)+(m+2)(m+l)r(r-Jl + (m+2}(m+l}(r+2)(r+l)J 
mnrs m+r-3 m+r-1 m+r+l 
[ l 2 . 1 J ' i+s+l - n+s+3 + n+s+5 
K • f._l_ __2_ + _1_J[n(n-l)s(s-l) n(n-1Hs+2)(s+l)+(n+2)(n+l)s(s-ll 
mnrs Lm+r+l - m+r+3 m+r+5J n+s-3 - . · n+s-1 
_ (n+2Hn+1Hs+2Hs+l) J 
n+s+l 
L • ,!rm(m-l)s(s-l)+r(r-l)n(n-1} m(m-l)s(s-l)+r(r-l}n(n-1) ,m-l){s+2)(s+l) 
mnrs 2[ . (m+r-l){n+s-1} - (m+r-l)(n+s+l) - m+r-l}Cn+s+l} 
r r- n+2 n+l + m(m-l)(s+2f(s+l)+r(r-l)~n+2)(n+l,l m(m-l)s(s-l)+r(r-l)n(n-1) 
- m+r-1 n+s+l m+r-l)(n+s+3 . · - (m+r+l}Cn+s-1) 
l.!!!±2l{m+l)s(s-l)+~r+2){r+l)n(n-l) m(m-lls(s-l~+r(r-l~n(n-1) m m-1 s+2 s+l 
- . (m+r+l) n+s-1) · + m+r+l (n+s+l + m+r+l n+s+l 
+ !'~r-l}(n+2Hn+l) + ( m+2}(m+l~ s( s-1~+( r+2) ~ r+l)n(n-1) {m+2}(m+ll ( s+2) ~ s+l) 
m+r+l)(n+s+l) · m+r+l {n+s+l + (m+r+l) n+s+l 
(r+2) (r+l~(n+2) ~n+l) m(m-1)( s+2) ( s+l~+r(r-1~ (n+2) (n+l) (m+2) {m+ll(s+2) ~s+l) 
+ {m+r+l) n+s+l - {m+r+l (n+s+3 - {m+r+l) n+s+3 
(r+2){r+l~(n+2)~n+l) (m+2)(m+lls(s-l~+(r+2)~r+l)n(n-l) (m+2)(m+l)s(s-l) 
- (m+r+l) n+s+3 + · m+r+3 (n+s-1 - {m+r+3){n+s+l) 
( r+2) ( r+l)n(;I)U. (m+2) (m+l)( a+2) ( s+l{+(r+2~ ( r+l) (n+2) (n+l) 
- {m+r+3)(n+a+l - (m+r+3) n+s+l · 
+ {m+2)(111+1)(s+2)(s+l~+(:r+2)~r+l)(n+2)(n+l}l 
{m+r+3 (n+s+3 J 
................. _______________ .. _______________ ___. 
16 
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Deflection surfaces w • h ff Amn [{;( - (;)-.2] ~if -2 (t)n+2 + {tf+4] 
Coefficient C • 
mnre {
O, if m+r or &1-s is odd; 
[~ ~ J -J +-K +2L 4 a 2 mre b 2 mnrs mnrs ' otherwise. 
in which 
J _ • [m(m-l)rCr-1) _ m(m-1Hr+2Hr+i)+(m+2}(m+l)r(r-l) + (m+2}(m+l}(r+2Hr+l)l 
mare m+r-:5 m+r-1 m+r+l J 
·[__!_ _ _L + _6 __ __4__ + _1_l 
n+s+l n+s+:5 n+a+5 n+s+7 n+s+9j 
K · • [__!_ __ 2_ + ... i.J [n(n-l}s(a-1) _ 2n(n-l)(s+2}(s+l}+2(n+2)(n+l)s(s-l) 
mre m+r+l m+r+:5 m+r+5J [ n+s-3 n+s-1 
+ nCn-1)( s+4)( s+3}+4Cn+2Hn+l}( s+2H s+l)+(n+4)(n+3)s( s-1) _ 2(n+4Hn+3)( s+2){a+l) 
n+s+l _ n+a+:5 
• 2(n+2)Cn+l)Cs+4}(e+3) + .(n+4)(n+3)(s:t4)(s+3)1 
- n+s+:5 n+s+5 :J 
L • JJm(m-l)s{s-l}+rCr-l)n(n-1) _ 2m(m-ll{s+2Hs+ll+2rCr-l>Cn+2)(n+l) 
mrs 2[ (m+r-l)Cn+s-1) _ · (m+r-1) n+s+l) 2m(m-l~a(a-l} - (m+r-1 (n+a+l) 
_ 2r r-1 n n-1 + m(m-lls{s-l)+r(r-l~n(n-1) + 4mCm-l){a+2l{a+l)+frCr-l~(n+2)(n+l) 
m+r-1 n+s+l m+r-l){n+s+3 m+r-1) n+s+3 
+ m(m-1}{ s+4) ts+3)+rtr-l} Cn+4) Cn+3) 2m(m-l) ( s+2l (s+l}+2rCr-lJ (n+2) (n+l) 
· m+r-1) n+s+3) - . m+r-l){n+s+5 
211Cm-l)(s+4l(s+3}+2r(r-l~(n+.4)(n+3} m(m-l){s+f)(s+~~+rCr-l~(D+§)(n+3} 
• m+r-l)Cn+s+5 + m+r-1 {n+s+7 
_ m(m-lls( a-l~+r( r-l~n{n-1) ~ ,Lmt-2Hm+ll s( s-1~+( N-2) ~r+l)n(n-1) 
m+r+l (n+s-1 m+N-1 (n+s-1 
+ 2m(m-1)(s+2} t•+l}+2r(r-l)~n+2)(n+l) + 2(m+2Hm+l)(s+2)( a+lJ+2(r+2~ (r+l}(n+2Hn+l) 
m+r+l){n+s+l - . - , {m+r+l (n+a+l . _ 
+ 21iC111::1>i<s-1)+2rC r-1~nCn-1> + 2Cm+2Hm+1l sc s-1~+2C r+2J Cr+1}nCn-1} 
m+r+l)Cn+s+l m+r+l (n+s+l 
m(m-llsCs-l~+r(r-lJnCn-1) (m+2)(m+l)s(s-l)+~r+2)(r+l)n(n-l) 
- m+r+l (n+a+:5 - (m+r+l) n+s+:5) 
4m(m-l)(s+2)(s+l~+4r(r-l}(n+2)(n+l} 4(m+2)(m+l)(s+2l(s+l)+f(r+2)~r+l)(n+2)(n+l) 
- {m+r+l (n+s+3) - m+r+l} n+s+3 _ 
17 
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COEFFICIENT C - CASE 2 
rnnrs 
TABLE 3-2 (CONT'D) 
m(m-l)(s+f)(s+,~+r(r-l~(n+4)(n+,) {m+2)(m+l)(e+4l(e+3)+tr+2)(r+l)(n+4)(n+3) 
- m+r+l {n+e+3 - . m+r+l) n+s+3) 
+ 2m(m-1H e+2l (s+1}+2r( r-1~ (n+2)(n+l) + 2( m+2)(m+l)( e+2~ (e+l)+2(r+2) ~r+l)(n+2}(n+l) 
m+r+l){n+s+5 . m+r+l){n+e+5 
+ 2m(m-1H e+f )( s+3~+2r( r-1Hn+4Hn+3} + 2(m+2Hm+l)( e+4He+N+2( r+2)(r+l}(n+4Hn+3) 
m+r+l {n+e+5) {m+r+l n+s+5} 
_ m(m-lHe+fHs+,~+rCr-l~(n+4}(n+3) _ (m+2Hm+l)(e+t}{s+3~+(r+2)~r+l}(n+4}(n+3) 
m+r+l (n+e+7 . m+r+l (n+s+7 · 
+ Cm+2)(m+lleCs-l~+Cr+2)~r+l)n(n-l) _ 2(m+2)(m+l)(e+2)(e+ll+2(r+2)(r+l)(n+2)(n+l). 
m+r+3 (n+e-1 . (m+r+3} n+s+l) 
2Cm+2)(m.+l)s{s-l)+2(r+2)(r+l)n(n-l) (m+2)(m+l)s~s~l)+~~2)(r+l)n(n-l) 
- (m+r+3)(n+s+l) + m+r+3 (n+e+3) · 
+ 4Cm+2){m+l)Cs+2)(e+l~+4Cr+2~(r+l)(n+2)(n+l) +·(m+2)(m+l~(s+4)~s+3) 
(m+r+3 (n+s+3 (m+r+3) n+e+3 · 
+ Cr+{)(r+l~tn+4)Cn+3) 2(m+2)(m+l)(s+2)(s+l~+2(r+2~(r+l)(n+2)(n+l) 
m+r+3 n+s+3) - · (m+r+3_ (n+s+5 
2(m.+2Hm+l}(e~ Ce+3~+2(r+2~ ( r+1Hn+4Hn+3,,) + (m+2Hm+lH s+4}(s+3) 
- m+r+3 (n+e+5 (m+r+3 n+s+7) 
+ (r+2)(r+l~tn+4)Cn+3}1 {m+r+3 n+s+7) ] 
---···-·····-·---------·-·--------··- ·---------··-··-···---·-····· _____ J 
18 
TABLE '.3-'.3 COEFFICIENT C - CASE '.3 mnrs 
-----·-·--------·····----------···-·---·-·--·---·-·-----------·-----------------·--·------
I a -1 a ·I 
. { O, it m+r or n+a ia oddJ 
Coefficient C • 2 2 
. mra 4 [:2 Jmnra + :2 K-.ra + 21.lLmnra + 2(1-0 Mmnra} otherviae. 
la which 
, • r ..c ... 1>,<i·-1~ l.L _ __t_ + --1.._J 
mra l m+r-3 ~+a+l n+e+3 n+e+5 
· __l._ [n(p-l)a(e-1) nCn-1)(a+2)(s+l}+(91:2)Cn+l)e{e-l) (n+2)(n+l)(a+2)(e+l)l 
"mn • m+r+l n+a-3 - n+a-1 . · + n+a+l ] 
l [.Cm-l)a(e-l)+r(r-l)n(n-1) _ m(m-l)a(a-l)+r(r-l)n(n-1) 
Lmre • 2(111+r-l) n+a-1 n+s+l . 
_ m(m-1Ha+2Ha+l)+r(r-1Hn+2Hn+l) + mCm-:1Ha+2Ha+l)+r(r-1Hn+2Hn+l)j 
n+a+l n+a+3 
• ...J1!E- [__.!!!....·_ nCa+2)+Cn+2}s + Cn+2)(a+2)J 
Mmrs m+r-1 n+a~l n+a+l n+a+:5 
·-··------·-···-------------- ____________ ...., 
.-------------·--------
TABLE J-4 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 4 
mnrs 
Deflection surface• w • h ff Amn (;( [(!f - 2 {t(+2 + (tf+4]. 
· { O, if m+r or n+r is odd; 
Coefficient C • [ 2 · 2 J 
· mnra 4 b2 J + \ K + 2ZIL + 2(1~ M , a mnrs b mnrs mn:i-s mnrs 
in which . 
J . 11.Cm-1lr{r-1) [-L. .....L.. 6 .....L.. - 1 J • - +--- +--
mnra m+r-3 . n+s+l n+s+3 n+s+5 n+s+7 n+s+9 
K •. -L. [n(n-l)s(a-1) _ 2n(n-l}(s+2}(a+J.)+2(n+2Hn+l)a(s-l) 
mnrs m+r+l n+s-3 · n+s-1 
.+ n(p-l}(a+4)(s+3)+4(n+2)(n+l)(s+2)(a+l)+Cn+4)(n+3)a(s-l)J 
n+s+l 
1 • l [mCm-l)s(s-l)+r(r-l)nCn-1) _ 2m(m-l)s(s;.1)+2r(r-l)n(n-l) 
mnra 2{m+r-l) n+s-1 · n+s+l . 
2mCm-1Ha+2H a+1)+2r<r-1Hn+2Hn+1) + mCni-1)aC a-1}+r{ r-1}nCn-1} 
- n+s+l · n+s+3 
otherwise. 
+ 4m(m-l)(a+2)(a+l}+4r(r-l)Cn+2)Cn+l) m(m-l)(s+4}(a+3)+r(r-l)(n+4)(n+3) 
n+a+3 . · . + n+a+3 




H • --'l!L. [ _na._ _ 2n(s+2)+2(n+2}e + n(s+4}+4(n+2Hs+2}+(n+4)s 
mnra _ m+r-1 n+a-1 n+s+l n+a+3 










Defleotion surface• w •hf f Amn [(;( - (;r2]{tr + (!t[(tt -(tt+j 
- - {O, if m+r or n+s is odd; 
Coefficient C • [ 2 2 J 
mnrs 4 b2 J + 6 2 K + 2V L + 2( 1-V) M , otherwise. a mnrs b mnrs mnrs mnrs 
in which - · · 
J _ [m(m-l)r(r-1} m(m-l)(r+2)(r+l)+Cm+2)(m+l)r(r-l) (m+2)(m+l)(r+2)(r+l)J l 
mnrs • m+r-3 - _ · m+r-1 + m+r+l n+s+l 
+[2m(m-l)r(r-1} _ (m+2}(m+l)r(r-l)+m(m-1Hr+2Hr+l)]-l- -[2m(m-l)r(r-l) 
m+r-3 m+r-1 n+a+l m+r-3 
_ Cm+2)(m+l)r(r-l)+m(m-l)(r+2)(r+l)J-1- + m(m-l)r(r-1) [-1- __ 2_- + _!_l 
m+r-1 n+s+3 m+r-3 n+s+l n+s+3 n+s+5J 
K • [_L_ __ 2_ + _1 __ J n(n-l)s(s-1) + _1_ [2n(n-l)s(s-l) _ n(n-l)(s+2)(s+l) 
mnrs m+r+l m+r+3 m+r+5 n+e-3 m+r+l n+s-3 n+s-1 
_ (n+2Hn+l)s( s-1)1_ ..,-!_ [£.!ll.n-l)s( s-ll, _ ·n(n-1)( s+2) (s+l)+(n+2) (n+l)s(s-1) J 
n+s-1 J m+r+3 n+s-3 n+s-1 
+ _1_ [n(n-l)s(s-1) _ n(n-1)(s+2)(s+l)+(n+2)(n+l)s(s-l) + (n+2)(n+l)(s+2)(e+l)J 
m+r+l n+s-3 n+s-1 n+s+l 
L fm(m-l)s(s-l)+rCr-l)n(n-1) m(m-l)s(s-l)+r(r-l)n(n-1) (m+2i(mt-l)s(s-l) 
mnrs • l 2(m+r-1) - 2(m+r+l) - 2 m+r+l) 
_ Cr+2)f r+l)n~n-l) + (m+2}(m+l)s(s-ll+(r+2}(r+l)n(n-l)l_1_ + [2m(m-i)s(s-l) 
2 m+r+l - 2 m+r+3) Jn+s-1 2(m+r-l) 
+ 2r( r-l)n( n-1) _ (m+2}(m+l) s( s-1}+( r+2H r+l)n(n-1) _ m{m-l)s( s-l)+r~r-l)n(n-1) l 
2(m+r-l) 2(m+r+l) 2(m+i-tl j 
. [--L) _ -[m(m-1) ( s+2) ( s+l)+r( r-1) (n+2) (n+l) + m(m-l)s( s-l)+r~r-l)n(n-1) 
n+s-ij 2(m+r-1) 2{m+r-l -
(m+2) (m+1)(s+2)(s+l)+(r+2) (r+l) (n+2) (n+l) m(m-1) s( s-l)+r~r-l)n(n-1)]_ l 
- 2(m+r+l) - 2{m+1'f-l n+s+l 
+ _1_ [m(m-l)s(s-l)+r(r-l}n(n-l) _ m(m-l)(s+2)ts+l)+r(r-l)(n+2)(n+l) 
m+r-1 2{n+s-l) 2 n+s+l) 
m(m-l)s(s-l)+r(r-l)n(n-1) m(m-l)(s+2)(s+l)+r~r-l)(n+2)(n+l)] 
- 2(n+s+l) + 2(n+s+3 
M • [-!!!L. _ m{r+2}+(m+2)r + (m+2Hr+2)J_.Jl!L + [..Zl!L _ (m+2)r+m(r+2)l__M_ -[..!!!..._ 
amrs m+r-1 m+r+l m+r+3 n+s-1 m+r-1 m+r+l J n+s-1 m+r-1 
_ {m+2);Jn(s+2) _Lm:_ _ m(r+2)lin+2)s + _E _ _[.!!! __ n(s+2)+(n+2)s + (n+2)(s+2)l -
m+r+l Jn+a+l ~r-1 m+r+l Jn+s+l m+r-lln+a-1 n+e+l n+a+3 J 
.._ _________ -----·- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
r---------····--------·····-·-········-····· 
TABLE 3-6 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 6 mnrs 
a I· a . \ I . 
[ L------l-· 1-----'--+--X 
yl 
Deflection surfaces v • h 2 L Amn 
m n 
m n (;} (i) 
. . . { O, if m+r or n+e is oddJ . 
mnrs 4 !L J + !!.... K + 21.IL + 2(1-V) Coefficient C • [ 2 2 
a 2 mnrs b 2 mnrs mnrs . 
in which 
J • [m(m-l)r(r-1)]-. _1_ 
mnra m+r-3 n+e+l 
K .. [_1_J n(n-l)e(s-1) 
mnra L m+r+ 1 n+s-3 
• [m(m-l)e(s-l)+r(r-l)n{n-1) J-1-





TABLE 3-7 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 7 
mnrs 
1------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ---- --------- ---- . -- --- .. ----
I-- a ... I 
~f~ I x 
yl 
Deflection eurfaoet w • h ~ f Amn (;t1 [ti( - (f f"'"2] 
{ 
O, if n+e is oddJ 
Coefficient C • [ 2 2 J 
mnre 2 b2 J + a2 K + 2l/ L + 2( 1-i.,? M , a mnrs b mnrs mnre mnrs 
in which 
otherwise. 
J • Cm+l}m(r+l)r [-1- __ 2_ + _1_] 
mnrs m+r-1 n+s+l n+e+3 n+s+5 
K .. ___ l_ [n(n-l)e(s-1) _ n(n-l}(e+2He+l)+(n+2Hn+l)s(s-l) + (n+2Hn+1Hs+2Ha+l)J 
mnrs m+r+3 n+s-3 n+s-1 n+s+l 
1 1 ~m+l)ms(s-l)+(r+l)m(n-1) (m+l)ms(s-l)+(r+l)rn(n-1) 
mnrs • 2(m+r+l) n+s-1 - . n+s+l 
_ (m+l)m(s+2)( s+l)+(r+l)r(n+2) (n+l) + (m+l)m(s+2)(s+l)+(r+l)r(n+2}(n+l)J 
· n+s+l n+s+3 
M • 1!!tl)(r+l) [_.Jl!!.. _ n(s+2)+(n+2)s + (n+2)(s+2)J 
mnrs m+rl-1 n+s-1 n+s+l n+s+3 
TABLE 3-8 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 8 mnrs 
------- ·---------------
, a _1 t---------r 
y 
Deflection surface• w •hi~ Amn {!)m+l [{tf -2 (t(+2 + (t(+4] 
· { O, if n+s is odd1 
Coefficient C • [ 2 · 2 "1 
mnra 2 .lL J + .!L K + 21/ L + 2( l..JI) M I 
a 2 11111rs b 2 mnra mnrs mnrs J ' 
in which · 
J • (m+l)m(r+l}r [-1- _ -4.....:. +-6- _ __L + _1_] 
mnrs m+r-1 n+s+l n+s+3 n+a+5 n+a+7 n+a+9 
otherwise. 
K • ~1- [n(n-l)s(a-1) _ 2n(n~l)(s+2}(a+l}+2(n+2)(n+l)s(s-l) + n(n-l)(s+4)(s+3) 
11111rs m+r+3 n+s-3 n+s-1 n+s+l 
4Cn+2)(n+l)(s+2}(o+l)+Cn+4)(n+3)s(s-l) 2(n+2}(n+l)(s+4}(e+3) 
+ n+s+l · - . n+e+3 
2(n+4)Cn+3}(s+2)(s+l) (n+4)(n+3)(s+4)(s+3)J 
- n+s+ 3 + n+a+5 · 
L • 1 [(m+l)D1B(a-l)+(r+l):m(n-l) _ 2(m+l)ms(s-1)+2(r+l)rn(n-l) 
11111rs 2(m+r+l) n+s-1 n+s+l 
2(m+l}m(a+2)(s+l}+2(r+l)r(n+2)(n+l) (m+l)ms(s-l}+(T+l)rn(n-1) 
- n+s+l . · + n+s+3 
4(m+l)m(s+2)(s+l)+4(r+l)r(n+2)(n+l) . (m+l)m(s+4)(s+3)+(r+l)rCn+4)(n+3) 
+ n+s+3 · + n+s+3 
2Cm+l)m(s+2)(s+l)+2(r+l)r(n+2)(n+l) 2(m+l)m(s+4)(a+3}+2(r+l)r(n+4)Cn+3) 
- n+a+5 + · n+a+5 
+ (m+l)m(s+4)Ca+3}+(r+l)r(n+4}Cn+3)J 
n+a+7 
M • (_.l)(~l} [.....!!!.._ _ 2n(a+2)+2(n+2)a + n(a+4)+4(n+2)(e+2)+(n+4)s 
mnrs m+r+l n+s-1 n+s+l n+s+3 
_ 2(n+2)(s+4)+2(n+4)(s+2} + Cn+4)(s+4)J. 
n+s+5 n+s+7 




TABLE '.3-9 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 9 
· · mnrs 
.. · .. ··--··-·-····-. _______ ,,_. ________ .. 
I· a ·---1 
:ti ~ x 
yl 
Denection surface• w •hf f Amn [(!( -{!}m+J[tf -(tt+2] 
· · { o, if n+a is odd! 
Coefficient C • [ 2 · 2 J 
mnrs 2 b2 J + a2 K + 21/L + 2(1-z-? M , otherwise. a mnrs b mnrs mnre. mnrs 
:ln which . · 
J • [m(m-l)r(r-1) _ m(m-lHr+l}r+(m+l)mr(r-1) + (m+l)m(r+lb:l L1_ _ _g__ + _1_l 
llllq:'S m+r-3 . m+r-2 m+r-1 J~s+l n+a+} n+a+5] 
IC • r---1- __ 2_ + _..1.J fnCn-l)e(s-1) _ n(n-1He+2He+l)+(n+2Hn+l)e(e-l) 
mnrs L m+r+l m+r+2 m+r+3J [ n+s-3 n+s-1 .. 
· + (n+2Hn+1He+2He+l)J · 
n+e+l . 
L • 1frm(m-1)e(s-l)+r(r-l)n(n-l) _ m(m-l)e(e-l)+rCr-l)n(n-1) _ m(m-l)(e+2)(e+l) 
mnrs 2 \[ n+a-1 · n+s+l . n+e+l 
_ r<r-l){n+2Hn+l) + m(m-l}(a+2He+l)+r{r-l)Cn+2}(n+1ff _1_ -[m(m-l)e(e-1) 
· n+a+l n+s+3 J m+r-1 n+a.l 
+ r(r-l)n(n-1) + (m+l)ms(s-l}+Cr+l)rn(n-1) _ mCm-l)s-CS-l)+r(r-l)n(n-1) 
n+a-1 . n+s-1 n+e+l 
(m+l)ms(s-l)+(r+l):rn(n-1) m{m-l)Cs+2)(s+l)+r(r-l)(n+2)(n+l) (m+l)m(e+2)(a+l) 
- n+a+l - n+e+l · - n+s+l 
Cr+1lrCn+2lCn+1} + m<m-1}Cs+2>< ... 1l+rCr~1><n+2}Cn+1> + Cm+1lmCs+2}Ca+1> 
- n+e+l · n+a+} · n+e+3 
+ (r+l)r(n+2)Cn+1)J~1-·_ + l(m+l)ms(s-l)+(r+l):rn(n-1) _ (m+l)ms(s~l)+(r+l)rn(n-1) 
n+a+3 m+r L n+s-1 . n+s+l 
_ Cm+l)11(s+2Ha+l)+(r+l}rln+2Hn+l) + (m+l)m(s+2He+l)+(Nl)r(n+2}(n+l)J-l-} 
n+s+l n+s+3 m+r+l 
M ·. • I...J!!L _ m(r+l)+Cmf-l)r + Cm+lHr+lil r..!!.!!.-.;. n(s+2)+Cn+2ls + (n+2)(s+2)l 
mnrs Lm+r-1 m+r m+r+l J l:zi+s-1 n+s+l n+s+3 ] 
--~--------- . --·-----··-··--··-··--------------·-·---····-······-----------· ___ J 
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TABLE 3-10 ______ c_o_EF_FI_CIENT Cmnrs - __ c_A_s_E_1_o _____ =J 
a I 
~ I 1------ff-- x 
y 
Deflection aurfacea w •hf f Amn [(!( - (-;}m+l]~it - 2 (t(+2 + (i(+4] 
{ o, if n+e is odd1 Coefficient C • [ 2 2 J 
mnra 2 :2 Jmnra + :2 Kmnre + 211 Lmnra + 2(l-i,,? Mmnra ' otherwise. 
in which 
. J . .. [m(m-l)r(r-1} _· m(m-l}(r+l}r+(m+l}mr(r-1} + (m+l)m(r+l}rl L.!.._ _ __!_ + _6_ 
mnra [ m+r-3 m+r-2 m+r-1 J l:!i+e+l n+a+} n+a+5 
--4.._ +-1 J 
- n+a+7 n+a+9 
K . • f-L. _ _L_ + _1_l fn(n-l)a(a-1) _ 2n(n-l}(a+2Ha+l)+2(n+2Hn+l)a(a-l) 
mnrs ~r+l m+r+2 m+r+3][ _n+a-3 n+s-1 
+ nCn-l)(a+4)(a+3}+4Cn+2)(n+l}(e+2)(a+l)+(n+4){n+3)e(s-l) _ 2(n+2)(n+l)(a+4)(e+3) 
n+s+l . n+s+} 
2Cn+4Hn+3Ha+2Ha+l) . Cn+4Hn+3Ha+4Ha+·3)1 
- . n+s+} + n+a+5 J 
L' • 1 [mCm-l)a(s-l)+rCr-l)n(n-1) 2m(m-l)a(a-1)+2r(r-l)n(n-l) _ 2mCm-1Hs+2Hs+l) 
11111.ra 2{m+r .. 1) n+a-1 - n+e+l · n+s+l 
2r{r-1Hn+2Hn+l) + m(m-l)s(s-l)+r(r-l)n(n-1) 4m(m-1Ha+2Hs+l)+4r<r-1Hn+2}(n+l) 
- n+a+ l n+a+ 3 + n+a+ 3 
+ m(m-1Ha+4Ha+3)+r( r-l}(n+4}(n+3) _ 2in(m-iH a+2}(s+1)+2r(r-l)(n+2Hn+l) 
n+a+} n+a+5 
_ 2m{m-l) Ca+4) (s+3}+2rCr-1Hn+4) (n;t3) + m(m-l}{a+4) (s+3)+r(r-1Hn+4)(n+3)] 
n+3+5 n+a+7 
1 r<m-1>s<s-1)+rCr-1)nCn-1)+Cm+1}msCa-1}+Crt1}rnCn-1) 2m<m-1)aCs-1) 
- 2(m+r) · n+a-1 · - n+a+l . 
2r(r-l)n(n-1)+2(m+l}me(a-1)+2(r+l)rn(n-l) 2m(m-l)Ca+2)(s+l}+2r(r-l)(n+2)(n+l) 
- n+s+l - · n+e+l 
_ 2(111+l}m(s+2)(s+l}+2Cr+l)r(n+2)(n+i) + m(m-l}s(s-l)+r(r-l)n(n-1) + (m+l)ms(s-1) 
. n+s+l n+s+} n+a+} 
+ (r+l}m(n-1) + 4m(m-l}(a+2Hs+l}+4rCr-1Hn+2Hn+l) + 4(mti}m(e+2Ha+l) 
n+e+} n+s+3 n+s+} 
+ 4Cr+l)rCn+2}(n+l) + m(m-l)(e+4)Ca+3)+r(r-l)(n+4)(n+3) + (m+l)m(a+4)(a+3) 
n+e+} n+s+3 n+e+3 
(r+l}r(n+4) Cn+a) 2m(m-l) ( a+2) ( s+l)+2r( r:..l) Cn+2) Cn+l) 2(m+l)m(s+2) {s+l) 
+ n+a+} - n+a+5 - n+a+5 
..... ----·~--~·· .... '·-··----- --~ ······---.. --·------------· 
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TABLE 3-10 (CONT'D) COEFFICIENT C ~ CASE 10 
mnrs 
. 2(r+l)r(n+2)(n+l) 2m(m-l){s+4)Cs+3)+2r(r-l)(n+4)Cn+3) 2{m+l)m(s+4)(s+3) 
- n+s+5 - · n+s+5 - · · n+s+5 
2(r+1}r(n+4}{n+3) m{ m-1}( e+4)( s+3)+r( r-l}(n+4Hn+ 3) Cm+l) m( s+4)(s+3) 
- n+s+5 + n+s+7 . · + n+s+7 
+ Cr+l)rCn+4Hn+3)1 + 1 l(m+l)ms(s-l)+(r+l):m(n-1) 2(m+l)ms(s-1)+2(r+l)rn(n-l) 
n+s+7 J 2{m+r+l) [ n+s-1 - n+s+l 
2(m+ l}m( s+2}( s+l)+2(r+l)r(n+2)(n+l) + (m+l)ms( s-l)+(r+l)rn(n-1) 4(m+l)m( s+2)( s+l) 
- n+s+l · · n+s+3 · + · n+a+3 
+ 4(r+l)r(n+2)(n+l) + (m+l)m(s+4)(s+3)+{r+l)r(n+4){n+3) _ 2(m+l)m(s+2)(s+l) 
n+s+3 n+s+3 n+s+5 
2{r+l}r(n+2)(n+l) 2(m+l)m(e+4)(s+3)+2{r+l)r(n+4){n+3) (m+l)m(s+4)(s+3) 
- n+s+5 - n+s+5 + n+e+7 
+ Cr+l)r(nt-4)Cn+3)] 
n+e+7 
M _ LE.. _ m(r+l)+rCm+l) + (m+l}(r+l}l r-1!.!L. _ 2n(s+2)+2(n+2)s + n(s+4)+4(n+2)(s+2) 
mnrs ~r-1 . m+r m+r+l J lji+s-1 . n+e+l n+s+3 
+ ~ _ 2(n+2)(s+4}+2(n+4)(s+2) + (n+4)Cs+4)J 
n+s+3 n+s+5 n+s+7 
--------·------···-----------·-----------·--------·-------' 
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TABLE 3-11 COEFFICIENT C rnnrs CASE 11 
1------------------------------··---------------------
t---a-4 
~~~ ij x 
y\ 
Deflection surfaces w • h ~ f Amn [(!(+2 - (!)m+j[t( - {tt+2] 
{ 
O, if n+s is odd1 
mnrs 2 -J +!LK +2L Coefficient C ,. [b2 2 J 
a 2 mnrs l l!Dlrs mnrs ' otherwise. 
in which 
J • [(m+2}(m+l)(:t'4-2)(r+l) _ (m+2)(m+l)(r+3)(r+2)+(m+3)(m+2)(r+2)(r+l) 
mnrs m+r+l m+r+2 
+ Cm+3}(m+2Hr+3Hr+2)l LL_ __ 2_ + _i_l 
m+r+3 :J ~+s+l n+s+3 n+s+5J 
K • [-1- __ 2_ + ..i._J rn(n-l)s(s-1) _ n(n-l}(s+2)(s+l)+(n+2}(n+l)s(s-l) 
mnrs m+r+5 m+r+6 m+r+'U [ n+e-3 n+s-1 
+ (n+2}Cn+l)(s+2)(s+l}l 
n+s+l J 
L_ · 1 Um+2}{m+l) s( s-l)+(r+2)(r+l)n(n-1} (m+2} (m+l) s(e-l)+(r+2) (r+l)n(n-1) 
mnrs • · 2(m+r+3) [ n+e-1 - n+s+l 
Cm+2)(m+l)(s+2)(e+l)+(r+2)(r+l)(n+2)(n+l) (m+2)(m+l)(s+2)(s+l) 
- n+s+l · + n+s+3 
+ (r+2Hr+l}(n+2}(n+l}l 1 ~m+2Hm+l)e( s-l}+Cr+2Hr+l)n(n-l) 
n+e+3 J 2(m+r+4) · n+s-1 
+ (m+3) (m+2)s(s-l)+(r+3) (r+2}n(n-l) _ (m+2) (m+l) s(e-l)+(r+2) (r+l)n(n-ll 
n+s-1 n+s+l 
Cm+2)(m+l)(e+2)(s+l)+(r+2)(r+l)(n+2)(n+l) (m+3)(m+2)s(s-l)+Cr+3}(r+2)n(n-l) 
- . n+e+l - n+e+l 
(m+3Hm+2}(e+2) (s+l)+( r+3) (r+2}{n+2) (n+l) (m+2) (m+l) ( s+2) (s+l} 
- · · n+e+l + n+e+3 
+ (r+2Hr+l}{n+2Hn+l) + Cm+3Hm+2}(e+2Hs+l}+(r+3Hr+2}(n+2Hn+l)J 
n+s+3 n+a+3 
._ ........ 1 ...... [<m+3) (m+2) a( s-l)+C r+3) ( r+2)n(n-l) (m+3} (m+2) s( e-l)+(r+3) (r+2)n(n-l) 
+ 2(m+r+5) n+e-1 - n+s+l 
(m+3)(m+2}(s+2)(s+l)+(r+3)(r+2)(n+2)(n+l) (m+3)(m+2)(s+2)(s+l) 




------- -- . ___ J 
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TABLE 3-12 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 12 
mnrs 1---·-------.. ------... - .. -- ....... - ...................... -·-·•--. ....................................................... -............................ ·--··-.. ·------··--· 
I a--t . 
~PX 
Deflection surfaces w •hf f Amn (!r2 [(~t -t~(+2J 
{ o, if n+. is oddJ . Coefficient C • [ 2 2 J 
mnrs 2 b2 J + 8 2 K + 2V L + 2( 1-V) M , a mrs b mnrs mnra mnre otherwise. 
in which 
J • Cm+2Hm+1Hr+2Hr+1l [-1- __ • _2_ + _1_] 
mnre a+r+l n+s+l n+s+ 3 n+s+5 
l{ __L_ f.n(n-1} a( e-1) n(n-lH s+2)( s+l)+(n+2Hn+l)s( s-1) (n+2Hn+l)( s+2)(a+l) J 
mnra • m+r+5 l n+s-3 - n+s-1 + n+s+l 
L l r 1J!1+2) (m+l) s{ s-1)+( r+2) (r+l)n(n-1) (m+2) (m+l) a( s-1)+( r+2) ( r+l}n(n-1) 
mnrs • 2{m+r+3~ [ n+s-1 . . - n+s+l . 
(m+2Hm+lH s+2)( s+l)+(r+2}(r+1Hn+2)(n+l) . (mt2Hm+l)( s+2)( s+l) 
- n+s+l + n+s+3 
+ {r+2)(r+i)(n+2)(n+1)J 
· n+s+3 
M (m+2Hr+2) [-l!!L _ n(s+2)+(n+2}s + (n+2}( s+2) J 
mnra DH·r+3 n+a-1 n+s+l n+s+3 
--~ ... ---~------------------·--------
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Deflection surfaces w .. h ~~ Amn [(;Jm+2 - (;r3]~tf -2 {{("°2 + (i(+4] 
{ 
O, if n+s is odd; 
Coefficient C • [b2 · 2 J 
mnrs 2 -J +!...K +21 
8 2 mnrs b2 mnrs mnrs' 
in which 
otherwise. 
J • [<m+2Hm+l}(r+2Hr+l) _ (m+2Hm+1Hr+3Hr+2)+(m+3Hm+2)(r+2}{r+l) 
· mnrs m+r+l m+r+2 
+ Cm+3Hm+2Hrt3Hrt2}l r_1 __ __4__ + _6 __ _!_ + _1_] 
mtr+3 JL~+a+l n+s+3 n+e+5 n+s+7 n+e+9 
K • r_J_ __ 2_ + _1_lTn(n-l)s(a-l) _ 2n{n-l}(s+2)(s+1)+2(n+2)(n+l)s(s-l) 
mnrs · [in+r+5 11+r+6 m+1'1-7J [ n+a-3 n+s-1 
+ n(n-l}(s+4Hs+3)+4(n+2}(n+l)( s+2Hs+l)+(n+4){n+3)s( s-1) _ 2{n+2)(n+l}(s+4}(s+3) 
· n+s+l . n+s+3 
2(n+4}(n+3)( s+2)( s+l) Jn+4Hn+ 3)( s+4)( 11+3)] 
- . n+s+ 3 + n+s+5 
1· l [{m+2} {m+l) e( s-1}+( 1'1-2) ( r+l)n(n-..!l 2(m+2) (m+l)s(a-1)+2(r+2) (r+l)n(n-1) 
mnra • 2(m+r+3) n+s-1 - n+a+l 
2(m+2) (m+l) ( s+2) ( a+l)+2( r+2) (r+l) (n+2) (n+l) (m+2) (m+l) s( a-l)+(r+2) (Nl)n(n-1) 
- n+a+l + n+s+3 
+ j(m+2)(m+l)(a+2)(s+l}+4(r+2)(1'+l)(n+2)(n+l) (m+2)(m+l)(s+4)(a+3) 
n+B+} . + n+a+3 
+ (r+2)(r+l)(n+4)(n+il _ 2(m+2)(m+l)(a+2)(s+l)+2(r+2)(r+l)(n+2)(n+l) 
n+s+3 n+s+5 · 
_ 2(m+2Hin+l)(a+4}(s+3)1·2(r+2){r+1Hn+4Hn+3) + (m+2Hm+l)(s+4Hs+3) 
n+s+5 . n+a+7 
+ Crn>Cr+1Hn+4Hn+l) l 1 rcm+2Hm+1) s(a.;.1)+Cl't-2)(1'+1}nCn-1) 
n+a+7 ]- 2lm+r+4~ [ n+a-1 · 
+ {m+3)(m+2)a(s-ll+(r+3)(r+2)n(n-l) _ 2(m+2)(m+l)s(a-1)+2(r+2)(r+l)n(n-l) 
n+s-1 n+a+l 
2(gt+3)(m+2)a(a-l)+2(r+3)(r+2)n(n-l) 2(m+2)(m+l}(s+2)(a+l)+2(1'+2)(1'1-l)(n+2)(n+l) 
- n+s+l - n+a+l 
2{m+3){m+2}(a+2)(s+l)+2(r+3)(r+2)(n+2)(n+l) (m+2)(m+l)s(a-1)+(1'1-2)(r+l)n(n-l) 
- n+s+l + n+1!1+3 
+ (qt+3)(m+2}a(a-1)+(1'1-3}(r+2)n(n-1) + 4(m+2)(m+l)(s+2}(s+l}+4(r+2}(r+l)(n+2)(n+l) 
n+a+3 n+e+3 
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TABLE 3-13 (CONT'D) COEFFICIENT C - CASE 13 
mnrs 
----------------------------------~ 
+ 4{m+3)(m+2)(s+2)(a+l)+4{r+3)(r+2)(n+2)(n+l) + (m+2)(m+l)(e+4)(a+3) 
. n+a+3 n+a+:5 
+ Cr+2)(r+l)(n+4)Cn+3) + (m+3)(m+2)(a+4)(a+3)+(r+3)(r+2)(n+4)(n+3) 
n+11+3 n+a+3 
2(111+2)(m+l)(a+2)(s+l)+2(r+2)(r+l)(n+2)(n+l) 2(m+3)(m+2)(a+2)(e+l) 
- n+•+5 - n+11+5 
2(r+3)(r+2)Cn+2)(n+l) 2(m+2)(m+l)(s+4)(e+3)+2(r+2)(r+l)(n+4}(n+3) 
- · · n+a+5 - . n+a+5 
2(m+3)(m+2)(a+4}(a+3)+2(r+3)(r+2)(n+4)(n+3) (m+2)(m+l)(e+4)(a+3) 
- n+11+5 + n+e+ 7 
+ Cr+2)(r+l}(n+4)(n+3) + (m+3)(11+2)(11+4)(e+3)+(r+3)(r+2)(n+4)(n+3)1 
n+e+7 n+a+7 J 
+ 1 [(m+3}(m+2)s(a-l)+(r+3)(r+2)n(n-l) 2(m+3)(m+2)s(a-1)+2(r+3)(r+2)n(n-l) 
2(m+r+5) n+e-1 - n+a+l 
2(m+3)(m+2)(a+2)(a+l}+2(r+3)(r+2)(n+2)(n+l) + Cm+3)(m+2)a(a-l)+(r+3)(r+2)n(n-l) 
- ·. n+e+l · · n+11+} 
. + 4(m+3)(m+2)(a+2)(a+l)+4(r+3)(r+2)(n+2)(n+l) (m+3)(m+2)(e+4)(e+3) 
· n+a+:5 · + n+e+:5 
+ Cr+3Hr+2}(n+4>Cn+3) _ 2(m+3Hm+2Hs+2Ha+l)+2(r+3)(r+2Hn+2Hn+l) 
n+a+:5 · n+a+5 





--------------------------------·---·--·----·---·-·------< . ·.-- ,. 
TABLE 3-14 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 14 mnrs 
:I x 
yl 
De£lection surface1 w .. h f ~ Amn (!)m+2 [ti( - 2 (t(+2 + (~(+4 J 
{
O, if n+s is odd; , 
Coefficient C .. [ 2 2 -J 
mnrs 2 b? J + a2 K + 2V L + 2( 1-V) M , 
a - mnrs b mnre mnrs mnrs 
in which · 
otherwise. 
J .. (m+2)(m+l}(r+2)(r+l) [-'J.- _ ~ + _6 __ ~ + _1_] 
mnrs m+r+l n+s+l n+a+3 n+s+5 n+s+7 n+s+9 
K ~ _l_ rn(n-l)s{s-!l _ _g_n(n-l)(s+2)(s+l)+2(n+2){n+l)s(s-l) + n(n-l)(e+4)(s+3) 
mnra m+r+5 l n+s-; n+s-1 n+s+l 
4(n+2){n+l){s+2) ( e+JJ.. !n+4)(n+3) s( e-ll 2,.{n+2)(n+l)( s+4}( s+3) 
+ n+a+l + n+s+l - n+s+3 
_ 2(n+4)(n+3}(s+2)(s+ll + ~+4)(e+3)]. 
n+s+3 n+s+5 
L .. l ~m+2Hm+l) s( s-l)+L!:t.Ul!::tl)n(n-lJ. _ '2(m+2)(m+l) e{s-1)+2(r+2Hr+l)n(n-l) 
mnrs 2(m+r+3) n+s-1 n+s+l 
2(m+2) (m+l) (s+2) ( s+U.+2{:r:+2) ( r+l) (n+22.{n+l) (m+2) (m+l) a( s-1)+( r+2}(r+l)n(n-l) 
- n+s+l + n+a+3 
+ 4(m+2)(m+l}is+2)(s+l)+4(r+2)(r+l),.{.!!±21.u!t.1l + (m+2)(m+l)(s+4)(s+3} 
n+s+3 · n+s+3 
+ ( r+2Hr+1Hn+illn±.il _ 2( m+2)( m+l)( a+2)( s+l}-+2( r+2) ( r+l}(n+2)(n+l) 
n~-s+3 n+s+5 
2{m+2Hm+l}(s+4}( s+3)+2( ri-2) (r+l) (n+4) (n+3l (11tt-2) (m+l}(s+4) ( s+3) 
- n+a+5 + n+s+7 
+ (r+2) (r+i) (n+4) (wJ.J 
Di·B+7 
M ,. (rn+2Hr+2) [~ _ 2n{s+2)+2(ntll~ + n(s+4)+;4(n+2)(s+2)+(n+4)s _ 2(n+2Hs+4} 
mnrs m+r+3 n+a-1 n+s+l n+s+3 .. n+s+5 




TABLE 3-1.5 COEFFICIENT C -.CASE 1.5 mnrs 
---------------
~·I· a ·I 
~I I I x 
yl 
. ~~ {-ax}m l:t.b)n+l Deflection surface• w • h ,,(..,,(.. Anm \ 
m n 
. { O, if m+r. is odd; -
Coefficient C .. [ 2 - 2 J 
mnrs 2 b2 J + .!,r IC + 21/L + 2(1-v) M 
a nmrs b .oi: mnrs nmrs lllllrs ' 
in whioh 
otherwise, 
J • fm(m-l}r(r-1}] __!__ 
mnrs [ m+r-3 - n+e+ 3 
K • LL] Cn+l}n(s+l)s 
mnrs ~r+l n+s-1 
L • ~m-lHs+l)s+rCr-l}(n+l)nJ _1_ 
nmrs _ 2(m+r-l) n+s+l 
M • WK-.] Cn+lHs+l} 
IIIIU'8 ~r-1 n+s+l 
. -----------------. --------- --------·--·----··--------' 
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TABLE 3-16 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 16 mnrs 
-----··---- ·------ ---------brro-x 
y 
~~ ( )m n+2 
Deflection surface• v • h ~f Am ; (t) 
{ 
O, if m+r is oddf 
Coefficient C • ["2 2 
mrs 2 .L.2 J + a2 IC + 21/ L + 2( 1-11) 




mrs m+r-} n+s+5 
K • r--1-J (n+2)(p+l}(s+2)(~+1) 
mnrs L m+:r+-1 n+s+l 
L • rmcm-1Hs+2Ha+l}+r~r-1Hn+2Hn+l)j __!_ 
mnrs L 2{m+r-l J n+s+} 
M • L.s ... J Cn+2}Cs+2) 
mnrs l_!n+r-1 n+s+3 
·---.. ·---·--·------··"·----·-·--------- ... _. -- --··----------------------- .. - ······--·-------------------· ···-
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TABLE 3-17 
·------·-------- ------- ................. . . ---·-------- ................... ---- ----. -----------1 
COEFFICIENT C - CASE 17 
mnrs 
------··-··-····-··--------·-··· ··------·---·---------·--··-·-·--·-·····------ -----............. _____ ............. --- -- ........ ____ .... -... ·-·-----··----, 
a a · J {Ep-x 
y 
Deflection surfe.ce1 w • h ff Amn (;( [(i( - {tf+l] 
{ 
0, if m+r is odd1 · 
Coefficient C • [ 2 2 J 
mnrs 2 b2 J + e.2 K + 21/ L + 2( 1-11 M , e. mnrs b mnrs mnrs mnrs otherwise. 
in which 
J • m(m-l)r(r-1) [-1- __ 2_ + _1_] 
mnrs m+r-3 n+s+l n+a+2 n+s+3 
K __!___ r.n(n-l)a(s-1) n(n-l)(a+l)a+(n+l)na(s-1) (n+l)n(s+l)s] 
mnrs • m+r+l L n+s-3 - n+s-2 + n+s-1 
L 1 [m(m-l)s(s-l)+r(r-l)n(n-1) m(m-l)s(a-l)+r(r-l)n(n-1) _ m(m-l)(s+l)s 
mnrs • 2(m+r-1) n+s-1 - n+s n+s 
r(r-l)(n+l)n m(m-l)(a+l)s+r(r-l)(n+l)nl 
• n+s + n+s+l J 
M • -1!!L. [..Jl.!L_ _ n( s+l)+(n+l)s + (n+l)( s+l)J· 
mnrs m+r-1 - n+s-1 n+s n+s+l 
35 
---------------·-----·---< 
T.ABLE·J-18 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 18 mnrs 
----·----------···-----·--------·--··----··----------·--·--------+ 
a a 
--i'-L~i.,,.,, ,,,..,, _,,..,,. -X 
{ 1::::::==l====I 
y . 
Deflection surfaces w •hf f Amn (!( [(tt+2 - ttr3 J 
{ o, if m+r is oddf Coefficient O • [b2 · 2 
mnrs 2 - J + .!.... K s + 21.I Lmnrs + 2( 1-J.1) 
. a2 mnrs b2 mnr 
otherwise, 
in which· 
J • m(m-l)rCr-1) [-1 _____ 2_ + _1_] 
mnrs m+r-3 n+s+5 n+a+6 n+s+ 7 
K __L_ [<n+2}(n+lHs+2)(s~l) _ (n+2Hn+1Hs+3Ha:+2)+Cn+3}(n+2Hs+2Hs+l) 
mnrs m+r+l n+s+l n+s+2 
+ Cn+3)(n+2)(s+3)(s+2)J 
n+s+3 
L l [m(m-1) ( s+2) ( s+l)+r(r-1) (n+2) (n+l) ,:.. m(m-1) ( s+2) (s+l)+r( r-1) (n+2) (n+l) 
mnrs • 2(m+r-l) n+s+3 n+s+4 
mCm-1) ( s+3) (s+2)+rCr-l) (n+3) Cn+2) m(m-1) ( s+ 3) ( s+2)+r(r-l) Cn+3) Cn+2)] 
- · n+a+4 · + n+s+5 
M • ---E... fcn+2Hs+2) - Cn+2Hs+3)+(n+3}(s+2) + (n+3Hs+o3)] 
nmrs m+r-1 [ n+s+3 . n+s+4 n+s+5 
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TABLE 3-19 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 19 
mnrs 
r---------------------·----
I· a ·I a 1 bI[l]-x 
y 
Deflection surfaces w .. h 2L Amn (;( [(i(+l - 2 (t(+2 + (Un+3 ] 
m n 
{ 
O, if m+r is odd1 · 
Coefficient C • [ 2 2 J 
mnrs 2 \ J + \ K + 2ZIL . + 2(1-V) M , 
a mnrs b mnrs mnrs . mnra 
in which . . 
otherwise. 
JIIIID_ • m(m-1):r{r-ll r_l __ _L_ + _6_ - _ _A_+ _l_J 
~D m+r-3 Ln+a+3 n+a+4 n+a+5 ii+s+6 n+a+7 
K _!_ [{n+l)n(s+l)a 2(n+l)n(a+2}(a+l)+2Cn+2Hn+l)(a+l)a (n+l)n(a+3Ha+2) 
mnra • m+r+l n+a-1 - n+a + n+a+l 
+ 4(n+2)(n+l)(s+2)(a+l) (n+3)(n+2)Ca+l)s 2(n+2)(n+l)(s+3)(a+2) 
. n+s+l + n+a+l - · n+a+2 
2(n+3}{n+2Hs+2Ha+U (n+3Hn+2Hs+3Ha+2)] 
- n+a+2 + n+s+3 
. . 
L . 1 [m(m-l.)(s+l}s+r(r-l)(n+l)n 2m{m~l)(a+l)a+2r(r-l)(n+l)n 
mnrs • 2(m+r-l) . n+s+l - n+a+2 
2(m-l)(a+2)(a+1)+2r(r-l)(n+2)(n+l) m(m-l)(a+l)e+r(r-l)(n+l)n 
• n+s+2 · + n+s+3 
~ 4m(m~1}(s+2)(a+l)+4r(r-l)(n+2)(n+l) + m(m-l)(a+3)(a+2)+r(r-l)(n+3)(n+2) 
n+s+3 n+a+3 
2m(m-1)Ca+2){s+l)+2r(r-l)(n+2)(n+l) 2m(m-l)(s+3)(s+2)+2r{r-l)(n+3)(n+2) 
n+s+4 - · n+s+4 
+ m(m-1Ha+3Hs+2)+r(~l}(n+3Hn+2)J 
. n+s+5 
M • .....!lit.. rcn+l)(a+l) - 2(n+l)(s+2}+2(n+2)(s+l) + Cn+l)(s+3)+4Cn+2)(s+2)+(n+3)(s+l) 
mnre m+r-1 [ n+s+l n+a+2 n+a+3 
2(n+2HsH)+2(n+3Hs+2) Cn+3Hs+3}] 




TABLE 3-20 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 20 
mnrs 
Id a 'I a ·I . {[l]-x 
y 
Deflection surfaces w '" h LL Amn (!( (f ( 
m n 
{ 
O, if m+r is odd; 
mnre 2 .JL J + .!L K + 2V L + 2( 1-JJ) Coefficient C • [ 2 2 
8 2 mnrs b 2 mnrs mnrs 
in which 
J • [m(m-l)r(r-1)] _1_ 
mnra m+r-3 n+a+l 
K • f---1.....J n(n-l)a(a-1) 
mnra Lm+r+l Ma-3 
m(m-l)a(s-l)+r(r-l)n(n-1) 
1mnrs • 2{m+r-l){n+s-l) 




TABLE 3-21 COEFFICIENT C -_CASE' 21 
mnrs 
·-------~----~---····· .. ··--·~-·--·-··----------~----·-··--·-------~----------, 
Deflection surfaces 
Coefficient C • 
-mnre 
b2 2 
- J + a2 K + 21/ L + 2( 1-V} M , a 2 mnra b mnra mnre mnra 
in which 
.J • [(m+l)m(r+l}r]_1_ 
mnra m+r-1 n+a+3 
K • r._1_] (n+l)n(a+l)s 
mnrs L m+r+3 n+a-1 
L [ 1 J (m+l)m(a+l)s+(r+l)r(n+l)n 
mnrs • l2(m+r+l) n+s+l 
M • rc ... 1Hr+l)] (n+l}(s+l) 
nmrs [ m+-r+l n+s+l 
- ----------··-··--·--···------------------ --------------1 
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------------------------·-·---·-------------
TABLE 3-22 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 22 rnnrs 
1-----------------------------------,-----------i 
I· a ---1 bl ~ 1---x 
y\ 
Deflection surfaces w • h ff Amn (;)m+l [rt(- (tt+l] 
Coefficient Cmnrs b2 J + 8 2
2 K + 2ZI L + 2( 1-l/) M • 
a 2 mnrs b mnrs mnrs mnrs 
in which 
• Cm+l}m(r+l)r [-1- __ 2_· _1_l 
3nmrs m+r-1 n+s+l n+s+2 + n+e+3J 
K ....!.... fn{n-l)s{e-1} n(n-l)(s+l)s+Cn+l)ns(s-1) {n+l)n(s+l)sl 
nmrs • m+r+3 L n+s-3 . - n+s-2 . + n+s-1 J 
L l [(m+l)ms(s-l)+(r+l):rn(n-1) (m+l)ms(s-l)+(r+l)rn(n-1) (m+l)m(s+l)s 
nmrs • 2(m+r+l) n+e-1 - . n+s - n+s 
{r+l}rCn+l}n (m+l)m(s+l)e+Cr+l}r(n+l)nl 
- n+s + n+e+l · J 
M {m+l}(r+l} r....!!L.. - n(s+l}+(n+l)s + Cn+l}(s+l)J 
mnr• m:+r+1 Ln+s-1 n+• n+s+1 
4o 
....-----------------------·· 
TABLE 3-23 COEFFICIENT C ~ CASE 23 mnrs 
1----------···--······-·····-·······--·------------------------l 
I- a . ·I ID-x 
y\ 
Deflection surface• w •hf f Amn (;)m+l [l~(+2 - (tt+:5 ] 
2 2 
Coefficient Cmnra l!... J + 8 2 K + 21/L + 2(1-V) M • a 2 mnra b mnra mnra mnrs 
in which 
J • (m+l}mCr+l}r [__!_ _ _L_ + _1 _J 
mnrs m+r-1 n+a+5 n+a+6 n+a+7 
K • __!_ [<n+2)(n+l}Ca+2}(a+l) _ (n+2)(n+l)(a+3)(a+2}+(n+3}(n+2)(a+2)(a+l) 
mnra m+r+3 n+a+l . n+a+2 
+ (n+3)(n+2)(s+3)(a+2)] 
n+a+3 
__,__.l.....__ Rm+l)m(a+2} ( a+l)+(r+l)r(n+2}(~+1) (m+l)m( a+2) ( a+l)+(r+l)r(n+2) (n+l) 
1nm.ra 2(m+r+l) [ n+a+3 · - n+a+4 
_ Cm+l)m(s+3)(s+2)+(r+l)r(n+3)(n+2) + (111;f:l)m(s+3)(a+2)+(r+l)r(n+3)(n+2)l 
n+s+4 n+a+5 J 
M (m+1Hr+1) ·[Cn+2Ha+2) (n+2Hs+3)+Cn+3Ha+2) (n+3Hs+3)] 
mnrs • m+r+l n+s+3 - n+a+4 * n+a+5 
41 
------------------------------·--·--·--··--·--·----------·-----· ------------




, ""' •x m-~l [ n+l n+2 .n+3] 
w = h ff \nn (-;) _(!) - 2 (t) + (t) 
b2 2 
- J -;- a2 K + 21.1 L + 2( 1-1}) M • a 2 mnrs b mnrs mnrs omrs Coefficient C • mnrs 
in which 
.. (m+l)m{r+l)~ [-1- _ -4...:__ + __ 6 __ _L_ + _1_] 
Jmnre .m+r-1 n+s+3 n+a+4 n+s+5 n+a+6 n+s-~7 
K "' _l_ f"{n+lln_(.a+l}e _ £li1+1)n_lll+2H_a+Jj+2(n+2}(n+l)(s+l)~ + (n+l)n(e+3){s+2) 
mnre m+r+3 L n+a-1 n+e n+e+l 
+ 4(n~·2Hn+l).(_g_+?l(fl.tll + !n+3}\n+2)(s+l)!! _ £.\.!!~2)(n+1Hs+.3)(s+2) 
n+s+l n+s+l n+s+2 
_ 2{n+3}(~_:!:.?.He+2)(s+l) + i!i-+3)(n~-2l~~t2l] 
n+s+2 n+s+3 
L .. l _ r(m+.Jj_m{_~;t_l)a+(r+lh(n-t·l}!.l _ R{_m-tl)m(e+l.)s+2(~+l)r(n+l)n 
mnrs 2(m+r+l) L n+a+l - n+s+2 
z..{m+~g) (o+l)+2(:r+l)r{n+2) (n-tl)_ + l!!!.tl)m( s+l) e+( r+l)r(n+l)n 
- n+s+2 n+s+3 
+ A{m+l)m( s1-2.Hs+l)+4_(.i!.J1£.llit2Hn·fil -1- (m+l)EJi~J.)_( s+2)-1·(r+l) r(n+3)(n+2) 
n+e+3 · n+s+3 
2(m+ll!R(~+2) la+l)~:.llillil-.:.0~±1.)_0:J..-.Ll.}. ll!!!tl)ru( s+3) ( s+2h2( r+l)r(n+3) (n+2l 
- ~~ - M~ 
+ ! m+ 1) m( a+ ,H!!.±lliu;+ 1 l_r( n-1l1J.!.tttl J 
• n+a+5 
M .. iID:tJ.llx.tJ.1 r.(.:1:1:.1.H.£:tll. - .?.(n+l}(etf)_-+2(n:fr)J.!ttn + (n·t;l)(i!:t.3h4(n+ill..i!±.& 
mnrs m+r+l L n+e+l n+s+?. n+s+3 · 
+ .{n+}li&±J...l. _ .?..{p_;1;Z)_{.g±_~..1.:t!'"'.ln·11(s-t2l + fo.:0~l.J 
n+s+ 3 n+a+4 n+a+5 
~----------------·--------~~--·~~----~-------·--------------· 
---- -------------------·-···--···---------- ----





J • r<mt2H11+1){ r+2H r+l} _ C11tt2H11tt1H·r+3){ r+2}+(111+3}( 111+2}( rt2}( r+ll 
mire L m+r+ 1 m+-r+ 2 
+ C.t,Hmt2Hr+3Hr+2ll[_1_ _ 2 + _1_J 
m+r+ 3 J Ln+s+5 n+a+6 n+•+ 1 
JC • [-1._ _ _j_ + _1_l f<n+2Hn+l}(s+2)(a+l) _ (n+2)(n+l)(e+3Hs+2) 
mnra ll+r+5 11+r+6 11+r+7j [ n+a+l n+e+2 
Cn+3}(n+2}(e+2)(e+l) (n+3)(n+2)(s+3)(e+2}1 
- n+a+2 + n+a+3 J 
L l [(m+2) (m+l) ( e+2) (s+l)+(r+2) (r+l) (n+2) (n+l) (m+-2) (m+l) (a+2) (s+l) 
11111'11 • 2(m+r+3) n+s+3 · - n+a+4 
(r+2}(r+l)(n+2)(n+l) (m+2)(111+l)(e+3)(s+2)+(r+2)(r+l)(n+3)(n+2) 
- n+e+4 - n+e+4 
+ ( m+2Ha+l}(e+3){ a+2) +( r+2Hr+1Hn+ 3Hn+2)] 1 [(m+-2) (a+-1) ( e+2) ( s+l) 
n+a+5 · J- 2(m+r+4) nu+3 





- n+e+4 - n+s+4 
(m+3)(m+2)(e;t;(e+2)+(r+3)(r+2)(n+3)(n+2) (m+2)(m+l)(s+3)(s+2) 
- n+e+4 + n+s+5 
+ (r+2)(r+l)(n+3){n+2) + (m+3)(m+2)(s+3)(e+2)+(r+3)(r+2)(n+3)(n+2)] 
n+e+5 · n+e+5 
- 1 [(m+3)(11+2)(~+2)(s+l)+(r+3)(r+2)(n+2)(n+l) (m+3)(m+2)(s+2)(a+l) 
+ 2(m+r+5) n+s+3 - n+e+4 
(r+3)(r+2)(n+2)(n+l) (m+3)(m+2)(s+3)(e+2)+(r+3)(r+2)(n+3)(n+2) 









Coe££ioient Cnmre • : 2 Jmn.rs + : 2 Kmrirs + 2VLmnrs + 2(1-l/) Mmnre • 
in which 
J . <r2> c,-p(rt2~ (r+l) mnrs • · m+r+l n+e+3 · 
n+ n s+l e 
m+r+5 n+s-1 
(m+2)(in+ll(s+l)s+(rt2)~r+l){n+l)n 
1mnrs '" 2 m+r+;i)(n+s+l 
(m+2l(r+2}~n+l}(s+l) 




TABLE 3-27 COEFFICIENT C ~ CASE 27 mnrs 
-----------------··-·-·-------- -------------------
Deflection surfaces 
Coefficient C • llll1'8 
in which 
J • <mt2Hm+1Hr+2Hr+1l f-1:....:.. _ -L + _i_J 
mnre m+r+l . Ln+s+l n+s+2 n+s+3 
K _l__ rncn-l)s(s-1) · n(rt-lHs+l)s+(n+l)ns(s-1) (n+l)n(s+l)s] 
mnrs • m+r+5 l n+s-3 - n+s-2 + n+s-1 
l [Cm+2(m+l)s(s-l)+(rt-2)(r+l)n(n-l) {m+2)(m+l)s(s-l)+(:r+2)(:N-l)n(n-l) 
· Lmnrs • -2(,,_m+_..r+_3 ... ) n+s-1 · - . - n+s 
_ {m+2Hm+1Ha+l)e+Cr+2Hr+1Hn+l}n + (m+2Hmt-1Hs+l)s+(r+2)(r+1}(n+l)nl 
· n+s n+s+l ] 
M • (m+2Hr+2) [_JlL _ nCs+l)+Cn+l)s + (n+l}(s+t)] 
mra mt-r+3 n+s-1 n+s n+s+l 
~------·······-----·---··-·--·------------------ -------------------~ 






J • Cm+2Hm+1Hr+2>fr+1) [-1-· __ 2_ + _1_] 
mnre m+r+l n+a+5 n+s+6 n+s+7 
K .. _l_ [<n+2Hn+l)(s+2)(s+l) _ (n+2)(n+l)(s+3Hs+2)+(n+3}(n+2}(s+2}(s+l} 
mnrs m+r+5 · n+s+l . n+s+2 
+ Cn+3)(n+2){s+3)(s+2)] 
n+a+} 
L 1 [(m+2Hm+l}Cs+2Hs+l)+(tt2}(r+l) (n+;)(n+l} _ (m+2}(m+l)(s+2Hs+l) 
mnrs • 2{m+r+}) n+s+} · n+s+4 
Cr+2) Cr+lHn+2) (n+l) · (~2)(in+1)(e+3) (·s+2)+(r+2) (r+l) (n+3) (n+2) 
~ n+s+4 - n+s+4 
+ Cm+2}(m+l}(s+3)(s+2)+(r+2)(r+l)Cn+3)(n+2)] 
n+s+5 J 
M Cm+2)(r+2) [<n+2)(s+2) Cn+2)(s+3)+{n+3){s+2) (n+3)(s+3)] 




TABLE 3-29 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 29 mnrs 
---·------··---·--------c------------~ 
'b 
Deflection surfaces V•hLL 
m n 
b2 2 
- J + 8 2 X + 21/ L + 2( 1-V) M • 
8 2 11111ra b mnrs mnra mnra Coefficient Cmnra. 
in which 
• Cmtfl<mt1~(r+2}Crt1} 
.Jmra m+rtl n+s+5) 
x • Cp+f)(n+l~t•+?}(s+l) 
mrs m+r+5 n+s+l) 
L • Cm+2}(m+1)(a+f)(a+l~+(rt2)~rtl)(n+2)(n+l) 
mnrs 2 m+rt3 (n+s+3 
M (m+2Hr+2Hn+2)(a+2l 
mnrs • (m+r+3 n+s+3) . 
--------~-----·-------
47 
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TABLE 3-30 COEFFICIENT C - CASE 30 
mnrs 
. -----·-···-·-·------------------·----.. --------------1 
f--· ·--~---·---! bn 1-x 
;;;;;;,,,;;;,;/ 
y I . 
Deflection surfaces w • h II Amn (!)m+2 rli( - 2 l~t+l + (ir2] 
2 m n 2 L 
b 2 J + a2 K + 211 L + 2( 1-V} M a mnrs b mnre mnrs mnre Coefficient Cmnre • 
in which 
Jmnrll • C111+2)(mH)(r+2)(r+l) [-1- _ __!._ + _6 __ __!._ + _1_l 
m+r+l n+e+l n+s+2 n+s+3 n+s+4 n+11+5j 
x • ....J...._[n<n-1}sCa-1} _ 2n{n-1)Cs+1}s+2Cn+1)nsCs-1> + n(n-1)(s+2}Cs+1} 
111J1rs att-r+5 n+a-3 · · n+11-2 n+s-1 
+ 4(n+l)n(a+l)s + (n+2)Cn+l)s(e-l) _ 2(n+l)n(s+2)(s+l)+2(n+2)(n+l)(s+l)11 
n+s-1 · n+a-1 n+a 
+ Cn+2)(n+1}Cs+2)(s+1)J 
n+s+l 
L l r i.m±,2) (m+l) a( a-l)+(r+2) (r+l)n(n-1) 2(m+2) (m+l) a( s-1)+2(r+2) (r+l)n(n-1) 
mnrs • 2{m+r+3) L · n+s-1 · . - n+s 
· 2(m+2)(m+l)(s+l)s+2Cr+2)(r+l)(n+l)n (m+2)(m+l)s(s-l)+(r+2)(r+l)n(n-l) 
- n+s + n+s+l 
+ 4(m+2}(m+l)(s+l)s+4(r+2)(r+l)(n+l)n + (m+2}(m+l)(s+2)(s+l}+(r+2)(r+l)(n+2)(n+l) 
n+s+l n+s+l · 
2Cm+2)(m+l)Cs+l)11+2(r+2)(r+l)(n+l)n 2(m+2)(m+l)(s+2)(s+l)+2(r+2)(r+l)(n+2)(n+l) 
- n+s+2 - · n+s+2 
+ C~t2Hm+lHs+2Hs+l)+(r+2Hr+lHn+2)(n+l)l 
n+s+3 ] 
H (m+2Hr+2) [ ns 2n(s+l}+2Cn+l)s nCs+2)+4Cn+l)(s+l)+(n+2)s 2(n+lHs+2) 
mnrs • m+r+3 n+s-1 - · n+s + n+e+l - n+s+2 
_ 2Cn+2Hs+l} + Cn+2He+2) ]·. 
n+s+2 n+s+3 
3-3. Potential Energy of the External Forces for a Basic Rectan-
gu]..ar Plate 
Consider a rectangular plate acted upon by a load intensity q(x,y) 
per unit area. The plate.deflection may be expressed in the form of 
expression (3-1). By substituting expression (3-1) into equation (2-4), 
the potential energy of the total load becomes 
(3-3) 
In the case of a concentrated load P acting upon a specific point 
(x1 , y1 ) of the plate, the potential energy of this concentrated load is 
Vq = - Pf (3-4) 
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For a unit load applied at the point x = a, y =T)b with a differential 
length <rr;,as shown in Fig. 3-2a, the corresponding potential energy of 





Edge reactive forces and edge moments 
Let VC'7) be the arbitrary edge reactive force along the edge x = a, the 
potential energy of the total edge reactive force, VV, is 
Vy a {l Vtr}) f (1, 7)) h ~ f Amn (7)) n d7) 
0 . 
(3-5) 
Similar expressions may be taken for the potential energy of the 
edge moment, VM, along the edge x = a, (see Fig. 3-2b) 
VM = + ~l M(7)) { 0~ [ f(f, i) h ~f A= (f( (Sr]}~ = a d7] (3-6) 
=7]b 
Thus, the potential energy of the total external forces, ·including 
those of edge reactive force and edge moment, may be written as 
V=V +V +V: q V M 
3-4, Strain Energy of the Supporting Beam 
(3-7) 
Consider a rectangular plate that is supported elastically at the 
edge x = a by a flexible beam as shown in Fig. 3-3. Let the deflection 
surface of the plate again be w, and hence the angle of rotation of any 
section of the beam is (~Jx = a. By taking the effect of angle of ro-
tation of the plate into account, the deflection of the beam wb may be 
expressed as 
/ y 
wb = w - .Q../ow)2 2\~x x = a 
a 
I 








Twisting and bending of a supporting beam 
(3-8) 
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Let~ and~ be the twisting and bending moments in the beam. 
Taking the direction of the moments shown in Fig. 3-3 as positive, the 
well-known relations between the deflection and the moments of the beam 
are obtained: 
in which~= modulus of rigidity of the beam, 
Jb = torsional constant of the beam, 
~=modulus of elasticity in the beam, 
and ~=moment of inertia of the beam. 
(3-9) 
(3-10) 
By considering only the effect of twisting and bending of the beam, 
the expression for the strain energy can be represented by 
b . b 
=f Mr2 dy I MB2 dy 
Ub 2r~ J + 2H'" I O ~b b ~b b 
(3-11) 
Substituting equations (3-9) and (3-10) into (3-11), the strain energy 
of the beam Ub can be expressed in terms of the plate deflection wand 
its derivatives. 
For a plate structure with a supporting beam, the strain energy of 
the beam shown in expression (3-11) should be added to (3-2). 
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CHAPTER IV 
EQUATIONS OF COMPATIBILITY 
4-1. Continuous Rectangular Plates with Free Edge at Adjacent Panels 
Suppose that a two-span continuous rectangular plate consists of two 
stab}e basic panels with free edges at the juncture. These basic panels 
are isolated from each other and are designated as plates i and i+l as 
shown in Fig. 4-1. The corresponding deflection surfaces of the plates 
L ai+1 
0i+1 r ·I 








Stab}e Basic Plates Freely Supported at the Juncture 
i and i+l are assumed respectively in the forms as 
( x-:-1.1 y. 1) w = f -i.L.. -1.:!:_ 





In form (4-lb) it has been assumed that the dimensional parameters bi and 
bi+l are of equal length. 
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Following the procedure mentioned :in article 3-2, the expressions 
for the strain energy stored in the plates i and i+l may be taken in · 
the following forms: 
(4-2a) 
LLLLB.k B- D.kpq J k p q J pq J (4-2b) 
By substituting expressions (3-;3), (3-5) and ("3-6) into (3-7), · the paten 
-tial energies of the external force for the plates i and i+l, acted upon 
by the loads, edge reactive force V(YJ) and edge moment M(7J), . are 
[ L r s (x. Y·) "\.' · (xi) (Yi~ dA v. = - q.(x. y.) f. ~ ~ h. £., A a. b·/ i i i, i i 1 ui . i rs 1 1 ~ . , rs· 
1 . 
-Jo v(71) r/1,71) hi ~f Ars (71)" d7I 
+11 M(r]) {-a~. [ri (:~ 71) ~ LL ,t,,.(:!( <71>6]} _ d') (4-Ja) 
O J. i, r s xi-~ 
·-1 1M(TI){ 0 · -~-- (xi+l'Y>'\h. LLB (:i±l)p (TI)qJ} d'Y> (4-Jb) 
·. I ax. +l J. + 1 a . ' I} J. + 1 pq a . +l . I . I 
o i i + 1, P q 1 x. 1=0 . 
. J.+ 
In the case when the origin of the coordinate system is arranged 
at the center of the basic panel or at the mid-point of the edge para-
llel to the y-axis, the lower limits of the integral for the potential 
energies of the edge reactive force and edge moment in expression (4-3) 
should be replaced by the minus one. 
Adding expressions (4-2) and (4-3), the total potential energies 
of the plates i and i+l, yields 
2 . 
D.h. 2222 II= 11 · A i 2a • b . Axnn rs J.J.mn rs 
2 LL D. lh. 1 LI ll = ~ ~ B B D l + 1 2al. +lb1. . . jk pq jkpq J k p q . 
(4-4a) 
:£[ (x y 22 ( ~j k ( ) i+l i+l) x.+l (Y·+1) qi+l xi+l,Yi+l fi+l ai+l ~ hi+l Bpq a~. -+.- dA 
A. . , P q i+l i 
. i+l 
From the minimizing conditions 
dII. 
__ J. = 0 
2)Ars (r = O, 1, 2, ...... ' s = o, 1, 2, •••••• ) 
and 
(p = o, 1, 2, •••.•• ' q o, 1, 2, ...•.. ) 
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expression (4-4) yields the forms 
2 
D.h. LL i i A C 
a . b . mn mn.rs 
i i m n 
{
1 
M(7)l {a~i [ri(:~:7h (:/ (71i8J}x.=a.d77 
O i i 
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(4-5a) 






(p = o, 1, 2, •••••• ; q = o, 1 , 2, .••••• ) 
Introducing the following notations for brevity : 
[ 
r s 
. x. y. x . y. Ei. = q.(x. y.)r.(...J.. ...J..\ h. (...J..) (bi) dA 
rs 'A. i i, i i a. b.) i a . . i i, l l l 
(4-6a) 
· 1.1 (x ~ x p 'Y q Ei +1= x f i + 1 i + 1 h i + 1 i + 1 dA 
pq A qi+ 1 ( i + 1,Y i + 1) i + 1 a. b. i + 1 (a. 1) ( b. ) i+l i+l, l i+ l (4-6b) 
Fi (n) = f .(1,n) h. (n)8 rs·, 1 ·, 1 ·, 
Fi+l(n) = - ~f. (xi+l n) h. (xi+l)P pq ·, 1+1 a. ·, 1+1 a. 
1+1, 1+1 ('77)~ Xi+ 1 aQ 
a -{o~Ji(:~,77) hi(:~f (77)~} xiaai 
Gi+\71 ) = { 0 [f. (xi+l 71)\ h. (xi+l)P (n)cil} pq ·, ox. 1 1 + 1 a. 1 ·, 1 + 1 a. 1 ·, J 1+ 1+, 1+ x =O 
i+l 
expression (4-5) can be simplified as follows: 
2 D.h.LL ~ A C - Ei 
a . b . mn mnrs - rs 
1 1 m n 
(r = O, 1, 2, •••••• ; s = O, 1, 2, •••.•. ) 







Interpretation of the above expressions shows that there are two 
infinite systems of equations for infinitely many unknown parameters A 
. mn 
and B jk' plus two unknown edge reactive functions V(T)) and M(T)) • It is 
impossible to determine all of these infinite unknowns. The indices r 
ands or p and q may be varied to limited values so that only two finite 
sets of equations will be formed . For the unknown functions V(T)) and 
and M(T)), two additional equations m~y be obtained from the conditions 
of continuity along the juncture of two adjacent panels. The conditions 




These equations are often referred to as the equations of compatibility. 
Substituting expressions (4-la) and (4-lb) into the equation (4-8) and 
observing that yi = yi+l' the following equation is readily obtained: 
hi LL Amn[fi(xi Yi\('xiJm (Yi'n] . 
m n a. b./ a., b.) i' i i i x.=a. 
· 1 1 
~~ [ (Xi+l y" )('Xi+l) j(y. )j 
= h L, Lt, B f -- -1. ·-- ..2.. · i+l . k jk i+l a.+l b. a.+l · b. =O J i , i i i xi+l 
(4-10) 
Taking the partial differentials of the expressions (4-la) and (4-lb) 
with respect to xi and xi+l' respectively, and substituting them in the 
expression (4-9), gives 
. L~ r ~ ~ (x. y.) (. x. )m1y. ,)n-1~ . h £., A < -(.)- f -1. -1. -1. I --*- > . 
i m. n mn laxi i ai,bi ai \bi Jjxi=ai 
~~ f o ~ (~+l yi)(xi+l)j(yi)Jl 
= h. L,L, B. t f. - - -- - (4-11) 
. . i+l j k Jk oxi+l i+l ai+l,bi ai+l bi i+l=O 
For the convenience .of numerical calculations, expressions (4-.5a) 
and (4-.5b) may be arranged in the matrix forms. Let the double indices 
rs and mn be replaced by the indices u and v, respectively, and observ-
ing that mn and rs are really the same thing, the following identities 
can then be introduced: 
A = A 
v mn 




In a similar manner, the indices hand t may replace the double 
indices pq and jk, respectively, 
Bt = Bjk 
Dht = Djkpq 
Ei+l = Ei+l 
h pq 
Fi+ 1(-n) = Fi+ 1(7'>) 
h ·· I· pq ·· 1 
G! + 1 (7)) = G!~ 1 (7J) 
(4-12b) 
If n terms of A are taken, they may be arranged in an orderly 
v 
column matrix [Av]· The corresponding algebraic coefficient matrix [cuv] 
will have dimensions of (n x n). The matrices [E!], ~!07)] and [G!C-77)] 
are all (n x 1) column matrices. The same conditions hold true for the 
matrices of the plate i+l if k finite terms of Bt are considered. Thus, 




+ [ V(7)) [%tr ~~+1(7)~ d7) 
0 
+ [ M(7)) ~htr ~+1(7)~ d7)} (4-16) 
. -1 
in which [cuJ and ~ht]-l are the inverses of the matrices 
~uv] and 
fhJ , respectively. 
By converting the assumed deflection surfaces of the plate into the 
matrix forms and denoting [Av]T and [Bt]T as the transposes of the 
matrices [Av] and [Bt], respectively, the first equation of compatibi-
lity may now be expressed as follows: 
(4-17) 
in which rcx.y.) J and r(x. 1y.)t] are column matrices in polynomials. L 1 1 v L' 1+ · 1 , 
Forming the derivatives of the expressions (4-la) and (4-lb); and sub-
stituting them into the second equation of compatibility, leads to 
The transpose theorem of the matrices may be used to obtain [Av]T and 
[Bt]T from expressions (4-15) and (4-16). By substituting [Av]T and 
[Bt] T into equations ( 4-17) and ( 4-18), simplifying and collecting 
terms, two simultaneous integral equations consisting of two unknown 
functions V(7]) and M(7]) are obtained: 
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{ Vt')){[>!(")) y f uv ]* h•1>J •1••1 - ~~:~ [r.+lt!)) rri,. n•1+1Y1lJ,i+l =0} d7J 
• { »t!)>{~!try> r r .. r E·1•1>J '1''"1 - :~:~ ~· 'try>J'B>t n .. +1•11J.,.,-o} ·11 
{4-19) 
[ v<71) { r.<1)) Y[c,,. r ~·1•1 >.J.1·•1 - :~~:~ 15+lt!)) J'[i1,;j* ~+l '"'"-'11J 'i+l +1) 
· f 11(1)){ ~If E ..r ~·1•1>~ ., ... , - ~~:~ ~·'(7)) Jt""' r~+l ,.,.,.11~ '1·,-0 }"') 
= :~t~~+lJT Brt]*~x:+l (xi+lYi)~xi+l=O -[1!.JT fuv]*e~i (xiyi)~xi=ai (4-20) 
where f?uJ* and [°iiJ* are the transposes of fuv]-l and [Diit]-I, 
respectively. The integral equations are called the Fredholm equations 
of the first kind with separately unsy:mmetric kernels. 
The determination of the unknown fmictions V(rJ) and M(7]) may be accom-
plished by a "matching process." An appropriate polynomial series possessing 
only a number of finite terms is assumed for each unknown fllllctions: 
K 




M(71) = L m r,Y 
· 1 "Y =O 'i · 1 (4-22) 
Substituting these series into equations (4-19) and (4-20) and integra-
ting, the matching process that the equations can be s,atisfied for all 
values of y only if the coefficients of the corresponding power of y at 
both sides of the equations are equal is followed. Thus, the approxi-
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mate solutions of V(T)) and M(TJ) can be obtained. Substituting these 
functions into expressions (4-15) and (4-16), the unknown parameters A 
mn 
and B.k for the deflection surfaces of the plate may be evaluated. 
J . 
With the procedure mentioned above, continuous rectangular plates 
with several panels in one or two directions can be analyzed. 
4-2. Continuous Rectangular Plates with Simply Supported Edge at 
Adjacent Panels 
In the case of a continuous-rectangular-plate that consists of two 
stably basic plates, simply supported at the juncture(see Fig. 4-2), 
the assumed deflection surfaces of the plate will be expressed in the 
form of equations (4-la) and (4-lb). In a similar manner as described 




ai Oi+l }----~-i±l ____ -1_ 













Stably Basic Plates Simply Supported at the Juncture 
from the potential energy expression, 
[ Av] = :::i {[cuvr1[E!J + L 1M(7)) [cuvr1[a!(7J)J d7)} (4-23) 
~i+l;i {fnhtJ-l[E!+J + J ~(7)) [Dhl1 [Gi;+1<7)~ d7)Jl (4-24) 
D1+1h1+l L O 
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Note that only the external loads and edge moment function Mtr'J) are en-
countered for the potential energy of the external forces. From the con 
-dition or continuity. a single Fredholm integral equation or the firs~ 
kind 11JB.Y be obtained from the use of expressions (4-2'.3) and (4-24) 9 
{~>{['!17/~ T~~* ~'171l~ ,1--i " ~~~:~ [o!+117/l] T[l>i..1~•1+111)~ 'i+l J 4T/ 
• ::~~:: ~·~T ~f e-:.11•1•1111•].1+1 -0 -[x!n ... r ~ ("tyi )Tk--i (4-2') 
The unknowns MtrfJ, Av and Bt may. be determined by the procedure· 
outlined in article 4-1. 
A rectangular plate structure that is continuous in one or two 
directions and is simply supported at intermediate points may also be 
c·onsidered. 
4-J. Constraint Equations for Unstable Basic Panels 
An investigation of the constant coefficient 11JB.trix [Diit] for a 
basic panel of the free-free plate i+l (Fig. 4-1) shows that it is a 
singular matrix with the elements associated with the unknown parameters 
B00, B01 and 8:i.o being zero. Therefore 9 for a continuous-plate consist-
ing of such an unstable basic panel, equations (4~19) and (4-20) mu.st be 
modified be.fore solving for the shear and moment functions. However9 a 
procedure analogous to that. or obtaining the matrix equation (4-16) may 
still . be tollowed and an expression for the unknown matrix ~~], after 




!?~rl ~;tJ + r V(7)) [?;,J-1 ~~i+lc77B d7] 
0 
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+ r M(7)) ~~tr Ei~i+l(7)~ d7) (4-26) 
0 
in which ~~J-1 , @~i+J , ~~i+1(77~ and [a~i+l(7]~ are the corres-
pondently modified matrices. 
The following expressions, similar to the equations (4-19) and 
(4-20), may be obtained by substitution of equation (4-26) into the 




in which, fCxi+lyi) ']x. =O and ~x~ (xi+lyi) '] = , denote ~ i + i L~ i + 1 xi+ i o 
the modified polynomial matrices excluding the elements associated 
with the parameters B00 , B01 and B10 and superscipts T and* stand for 
the transpose and inverse of matrices, respectively, 
Because the parameters B00 , B01 and B10 are introduced in express-
ions (4-27) and (4-28), the functions V(7]) and M(7]) cannot be solved 
from these expressions alone. Three additional relations must be 
established to supplement equations (4-27) and (4-28). These relations 
can be easily obtained from expression (4-?b) by taking the following 
variations of indices p and q: 
p - o, q = O; 
p = o, q l· 
' 
p = 1, q o. 
Thus, 
-11 V(Tj) (:~+l) dT/ 
Q i+l Xi+l=Q 





A physical interpretation of expression (4-29) shows that these 
are just the equations of static equilibrium. That means an unstable 
basic free-free panel must satisfy all the equilibrium conditions. 
For an unstable basic panel consisting of three free edges and one 
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simply supported edge, only the first equation of static equilibrium 
need be satisfied. This equation may be obtained from the minimization 
c IIi+l 




5-1. Calculation of Constants and Evaluation of Integrals 
The numerical computations, such as the c_alculation of the con-
stants, matrix multiplications and inversions, the evaluation of inte-
grals and the solution of a set of simultaneous equations, for a 
problem of continuous rectangular plates investigated in this disserta-
tion is laborious and a high-speed electronic digital computer is 
required. Therefore, the computation for the following example problem 
was done with the aid of IBM Computer 7090/94. 
5-2. Numerical Example 
The numerical example considered in the application of the theory 
is a problem of a two-span continuous plate which consists of two stable 
basic panels i and i+l as shown in Fig. 5-1. Only the right panel i+l 
o. x. 
' a. = 11 ·a.+ =l 
;.. __ i - - .-/- :): l. 




""! ' 7P / 
""! / 
-0 t 
Two-span Continuous Plates Consisting 
of Two Basic Cantilever Plates 
is considered to be acted upon by a load of intensity ~+l = 10 psf. 
The Poisson's ratio for both plates is assumed to be 1/3 and the 
modulus of elasticity of the plates, 30 x 106 psi. The thickness of 
the plates is taken to be 0.5 in. 
The.deflection surface w. for plate i was not covered in the 
l 
thirty cases on p.14 and may be assumed to be in the form 
" m+2 n 
wi = hi i:L. Anm(:~) (~~} 
mn 1 
The corresponding constant Cmnrs is 
b2 . 2 
c 
mnrs 
= - J + a K + 21/ L + 2(1-V) M 
a2 mnrs ~ mnrs mnrs mnrs 
(m = O, 1, . n= O, 1, . . . . . . ' 
r=O 1, . s = o, 1, 
. ' 
••••• Ill ' 
in which 
J = ..un+2)(m+l~fr+2)(r+l) 
mnrs (m+r+l n+s"."J) 
K = n(n-l~s(s-1) mnrs (m+r+5 (n+s-J) 
L = (m+2}fu:.tl)s(s-l)+f r+2) (r+ l)n(n-1) mnrs 2(m+r+J) n+s-1) · 
M = (m:±-2) (r+2)ns 






The deflection surface w. 1 and its constant D.k· may be taken from 1+ J pq 
case 16 on p.14. The deflection surface is 
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Before a computer Fortran program is set up for the computation of 
this problem, the following functions must first be obtained: 
= q.(x.,y.) h.(....:1) (~) f1 · x. r+2 Y. s 1 1 1 1 a. ui 
A. 1 
1. 
dA· = 0 . 1 
i o xi Yi ~ r+2 s G (7>) = - ~ h.(-) (-b ) 1 = - h.-. (n) { f r+2 s]l 
rs·"/ 0 x. 1 a. . Ix -a 1 a1 ·, 1 1 1 Ii- i 
= 
2 qi+lhi+lai+lbi 
(p+ 1) (q+J) 
0 
Jy.=7)b. 1 ., 1 · · 
' 
{ 
. p q+2l 
Fi+1(-n) = _ h. (:gi) (Yi) ) 
pq ·, 1+1 a. 1 b. x =-a 1 + 1 . i+l i+l 
. Yi =7")bi 
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( r:9, 1, ... ;) 
s-0, 1, ... .. 
( r:0,1, ... ;·) 
s-0,1, ...• 
(r:0,1, ... ;}' 
s-0,1, ...• 
(m:O,l, ... ;) 
n-0,1, .•.. 
(m:0,1, ... ;) 
n-0,1, •.•• 
(p:0,2, ••• ;) q-0,1,2, •• 
otherwise. 
(p:0,1, ..• ;) q-0,1, .... 
yx j . \ k+2} 
l\a~+l) (.:~) . · 
~ i+l 1 x =-a i+l i+l 
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{j:0,1, ...•.. ;) 
\k-0,1, ....•.. 
~(x. y.) - _J_ i i+l ·. lj 
- a. 1 \a. 11 11i:"/ · { 0 } i+l i+l 1 x. =-a. i+l i+l 
{ 
• 1 x . \ j -1 'y. \ k+ 2} 
1+ 1+ 1 x =-a 
i+l i+l 
·y •. k+2 
· j-1·;.· i) · 
= _J_ (-1) '.-
a .. 1 , b. 1+ l 
( j :o, 1, ...... ; ) 
\k-0,1, ...... . 
By varying the indices m,n,r,s and j,k,p,q, respectively, the following 
matrices were successively formulated and stored in the computer: 
and 
Among these matrices, those involving variable 77 or y i are the ones whose 
elements are the products of the constant and the order of 7) or of y .. 
I l 
.An inspection of the matrices [cuv] and [nht] reveals that they do 
not possess strong diagonals. Thus, their inversions require a high 
precision in computation and, thus, a double precision, of 16-digit 
accuracy, on the IBM Computer 7090/94 is used throughout the entire 
computation of this problem. 
After r"eplacing the matrices ~(x. 1y. )t'J and 1+ 1 x =O 
. i+l 
; 0 (x. 1y.~ _0 in the equations (4-19) and (4-20) by 
~Xi+l 1+ lJXi+l-
8 1 , 6 1 (xi+lYi\Jx. =-a. and !d (x.+1y. \J' _ , respectively, the i+l i+l ~ xi+l l l xi+l--ai+l 
evaluation of the integral equations requires a series of matrix multi-
plications and the integrations of the variable 7J between limits O and· 
1. Upon collecting all the coefficients of the corresponding power of 
y., a set of simultaneous algebraic equations with 2K unknowns, for the 
l 
parameters v~ and my of expressions (4-21) and (4-22), respectively, is 
finally obtained; in which K is the number equal to one plus the high-
est order of y. taken from the matrix l(x.y.) .dl _ or i L ii v x.-a. 
l l 
fcx.+1y.)tl =- , whichever is the higher. Once these parameters L l l ~xi+l ai+l 
are solved, the moments and edge reactive forces at every O.lb. point 
l 
along the juncture of panels are calculated. These values of moments 
and edge reactive forces, corresponding to the varied indices m, n and 
j, k, are successively recorded in Tables 5-1 and 5-2, respectively. 
There are five sets of results given with the variations of the indices 
in these tables for comparison. Evidently, the moments in the neigh-
borhoods of TJ = 0.0, 0.2 and 1.0, and the edge reactive forces between 
the region 0.2 ~ YJ::. 0.3, 'T) = 0.0 and 7)= 1.0 have the characteristics 
of high sensitivity. At the position 7J=O.O, the value of moment varies 
from the minimum 383.1255 lbs.-in.fin. to the maximum 974.1859 lbs.-in.fin. 
and the value of edge reactive force, the minimum 377.6846 lbs.fin. to 
the maximum 749.7051 lbs.fin. 
In calculating the deflections of the plates, the resulted moment 
and edge reactive force functions are first substituted into the equa-
tions (4-15) and (4-16). By integrating between the limits O and 1, 
and using matrix multiplications and additions, the :matrices \ A lJ and 
LV 
[Bt] for the parameters of the deflection surfaces wi and wi+l are 
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obtained. The deflections along the juncture at each interval of O.lb. 
l 
are then computed. For checking purposes, these deflections of the 
referenced points are calculated from both the deflection surfaces w. 
l 
and w. 1 of the plates. The values of the deflections are given in i+ 
Table 5-3. Each set of deflections shows that the deflections along 
the juncture of the plates are highly compatible, particularly the first 
three sets of the results. 
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TABLE 5-1. MOMENTS ALONG THE JUNCTURE OF TWO-SPAN CONTINUOUS PLATES 
----------·-- ---····· -. ·--









o-6 1 o-6 
I 
3-5 I 







0-7 0-7 l 0-7 I 
I 
- -· ~ - - - -- - ·-. -· i-· 
j = j2 i 3-5 3-5 '1 .3--4 
I 
k = k2 I 0-1 i 0-1 +I 0--4 
-. r 
3-6 I 
- ------··--, -·--· -- -·-- -·-1·---- - . ·----- ·---· -· ---
_ 77 = 0.0 l 50.3.9.302 ! 402. 5171 l 38.3.1255 
77 = o .1 i -246. 9957 -248. 005 J I -245 . 9946 ~ ~ -0.2 ! -157 .4282 , -186.0354 i -183.5321 
0-2 I 




. - . - . ! . - -- ... - - - l -.. -·· . . - -1-· 
77 = 0.3 ! -230.5616 -208.0389 1 -196 .9767 I -.361.6914 
- l - + -- I }:-::-;) ::::::: + :::::1;:1- :;-::::::: I ::::::::: 
. 1 1 I· 
_77 = o.6 __ 1 - 522 .6849 1 -514.54~7 I -517.8.386 -5.31.3260 
I 77 = 0.7 1 -635.5659 I -603.577.3 _: -601.9476 . l .-~~~8.7958 










-224 . .3460 
-22.7446 
-367 . 5809 
-427.7859 
-345. 3779 




T/ = 0.9 t -688.71741 -697 .5016 ' - 688 .0591 ! -701.2158 
~-~-~~~ ·----1020.~029 · ~~~~~~ -~.3~8--·r -11.37 .431:1-563.2472 
-720 .1117J 
------ --- ---
TA:RLE 5-2. EDGE REACTIVE FORCES ALONG THE JUNCTURE OF 
TWO-SPAN CONTINUOUS PLATES 
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----------------·-----------·--------------. 
V at x~=l'-0", y.=71b. = (571)' (lbs./in.) 1 1 . , 1 '/' 
_m_= __ -~-~--0---.-2-T~ -2 0-2 -1·-c--. _0 ___ 3____ 0___ 3--J 
n = ~ 0-5 I o--6 o-6 ! o-6 o-6 
_ ...... -- ···--·· ·- ---------------------··-~------· ..... . ... -----------·-··----- ····-f - ·····-··· ·--- ---------- --------------------
m = "'2 J-5 -~ 3-5 I J-5 ! 4-6 4-5 
I ~:I ..• _ ... :_=_;- .. :~: t_-:~: ·t .. :-: .... t ::; .. 
3-5 I 3-4 I 3-6 I 
k = k 2 
. I. I ' 




0-1 h 0-1 ! 0-4 1 0-2 I 
- -- - - - -- - r - 1 r 
377.6846 749.1812 I 749.7051 : 672.1330 I 678.9923 
I· 
7)= 0.4 31.3438 16.9011 16.6969 t 17.1441 ! 17.1190 
-·-· --------- ------ - ----- - -----·--- -1- -------------- ---------------~ - -- -- ----
r; = o.5 . _____ 32.4818 _____ 133.8782_ ) 133.~8~8 _ ::4-~834 _I ~15.956~-
77 = o.6 99.2374 84.4642 1 84.4887 89.1337 1 88.5163 
-- -- --- - · -- - ------- -- - ---- 1- 1 
7J= 0.7 j 129.9592 31.6814 I 30.9833 50.4880. 1 49.5534 
...... ------------·- -------i. . ------------------------ ------- - -- i--- ---- -. I 
TJ_:}::_8 I_ -- 71._5!_5~ . 150.8504 I 150.4525 134.2472 l 135. 9791 
1) = o.;-1 51.9870 43.2204 I 45.3540 46.9250 I 44.0626 
T)= 1.0 313.4475 
-- -, . 
693. 35 58 I 686. 2977 _ _.__61~2_. 5_30~-------- 62_9. 2485 
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TABLE 5-3. DEFLECTIONS .ALONG THE JUNCTURE OF TWO-SPAN CONTINUOUS PLATES, 
C.ALCULATED FROM BOTH THE DEFLECTIO~ SURFACES wi AND wi+l 
--·-------·------------------ .. , .............. _,, ____ ............ " 
lOOw· atx.=1 1-011 y.=nb.=(571) 1 (in_.) upper J. J. ' J. ., J. .,. 
lOOwi+l at xi+l=-l'-011 , yi~bi =(5T))' (in.) lower 
0-2 I O -2 j O -3 . r·-. -o----:3---1. 
o-6 1 o-6. I o-6 J__ o-6 
·--+---------+------·------ ........... -r ........... _ ....... -- I ------
3-5 3--·5 I . 4-6 I 4-5 
I I 
0-2 0-3 1 0--1 I 0-3 
~-.:..J:,,.....--4------+----~-·---·-------'·--~-----------' ·------1 
0-:-2 0-2 i 0-2 1 0-2 . 
i ~ 
0-7 i 0--7 ; 0-7 , 0-7 
3-5 \ 3-4 ! 3-6 · i 3-5 
,1...-. _ _::,:_--4 ____ --+i-.-0-0-~o-:-~o-o__,
1
_ ~o~-o:-~-oo~--oo~-:oo I . oo::00 
1
· • 00000000 ! . 00000000 ; • 00000000 · I . 00000000 
1--------+-----;--.-o-26_1,..0335 !-02599504- ,-~02505969 -r .02521450 
.02610328 '. .02599515 j .02505955 I .02521453 
~----+-----+----~--------··-. -----------
.08927906 1 .08952517 i .08927082 : .08808052 I .08843312 7)= 0.2 
--~-
T)= 0 • .3 I 
.08927912 I .08952475 .08927117 : .08807995 J .08843235 
.16995067 -i:17018173 , - .16994059 . \ .16969244 II .17001567 
.16995099 i .17018053 ' .16994108 l .16969155 .17000994 
...... TI_=_o_. -4 ---_-25.293341 j . 25297212 . 25292810--j.25J6689i-j.i5J7J5a 
., .25293444 1 .25296951 .25292825 : .25367028 I .25371195 
----+-------+-1--·----------.. --". -------·- ...... _:. - ... --- .-·--+-·----·--~ 
I .32904361 1' • .3288.3800 ' • .32905157 ·:' . .3299746.3 1' • .32975685 7)= 0.5 
: • .32904606 : • .3288.331.3 . ..32905011 : • .32998775 I .32968642 t- I ·--+-------·--,------------.. --------~-- ... -...... ---------+-·---~ 
I I • .39460798 : • .39426729 : • .3946.3544 . ..39498727 ·: . .39466670 7J = 0 • 6 I . .39461292 ; • .39425921 ; • 394629.31 · • .3950.3615. ! • .39448906 i-----+---------. :··-·------------·-··-- .... ...... -- --------· -.. ------·,---.. ·------ .----
1 7)= o. 7 II .44970908 .44941619 · .44975256 ! .44947.332 ' .44925275 1 
.44971793 ; .44940421 · .4497.3496 .4496087.3 : .44885814 i 
--------··---1---·-·--------------··--·---·------------------- -----·--------~---·--·- --·--··~· -------
r; = 0 _8 I .49516287 1 :49502.378 .49519975 .49489845 , .4947.3895 
! .495177.36 : .49500820 .49515682 .49521619 .4939412.3 
--- -+---- ·---- :-----------------.. -·-· _ .. _____ ,.. ___________ ,, ___ .. ,, __ ...... · .. ·-·--·------, __ .. ________ _ 
! • 528.32947 : • 52829.36.3 . 5283093.3 • 52865245 , • 5281742.3 
7) = O. 9 i • .528.35150 · • 52827697 .. • 52821507 . • 529.31956 J • 52667537 
·-·---·------ .---··---------.. --- -------- ··---------·· . ·-----------+------------
T) = 1.0 •. 5.378.5816 • 53791685 • 5.3769948 • .53876912 I . 5.3767786 
.5.3788959 .5.3790598 .53750864 .5400.597.3 J_:?3502229 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6-1. Summary 
The application of Rayleigh-Ritz energy method to the analysis of 
-continuous rectangular plates is presented in this study. The results 
of this investigation are limited to thin plates of constant thickness 
with small deflections, but may be used in general for any type of 
continuous plates loaded by any system of ·static loads~ 
The deflection surface of each plat~ is represented by a polyno-
mial series with arbitrary coefficients premultiplied by a function 
that satisfies the geometrical conditions of the plate. Edge moments 
and reactive forces acting on the plates are taken as redundant func-
tions which are also represented by other power series • 
. . 
A panel of any type of supported rectangular plate may be selected 
as a basic panel. Such panels can be basically either a stable or 
unstable plate. Rayleigh-Ritz solutions a~e obtained.with a set of an 
infinite number of equations for the deflection coefficients of the 
basic panels due to applied loading, arbitrary edge moment function, 
and edge reactive force function if an adjacent edge of such panels is 
a free one. This set of an infinite number of equations is reduced to an 
approximate form by only taking a finite number of deflection coeffi-
cients. Continuity conditions between panels are established to ensure 
the compatibility of the continuous plates as a system. A set of two 
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Fredholm Integral Equations of First Kind for panels of a free adjacent 
edge, or only one equation for those of a simply-supported adjacent 
edge, is established. ·The equations of static·equilibrium in addition 
must be satisfied if the basic panel considered is an unstable one. 
The use of a matrix operation provides the solutions of edge redun-
dant functions and the·plate ·deflections in a very syste~tic approach. 
The use of theory is illustrated by a numerical example. 
6-2. Conclusions 
A method of analysis for continuous rectangular thin plates has 
been developed. It offers three major advantages over existing methods: 
1. The basic panel selected is absolutely general. It may be 
either a stable panel or an unstable one. 
2. Application of a polynomial series for the analysis of the 
deflection surface of the plate gi.ves a.model avoiding a higher 
mathematical analysis. These polynomial series are particular~ 
ly_useful for the solution of continuous plates consisting of 
one or more clamped edges or free edges. 
3. This method provides the solutions of.continuous rectangular 
plates with general types of edge conditions including simply-
supported, clamped, free and corner-supported edges. 
Some advantage may be taken in cases involving symmetrically loaded 
plates with symmetrical edge conditions by only shifting the origins of 
the rectangular coordinate systems. This usually will offer a more 
rapidly convergent series. 
The reduction of a set of an infinite number of equations to an 
approximation of the set of a finite number of equations gives reason-
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ably good results. 
Because of the tedious numerical calcuiations involved, a high-
speed electronic digital computer must be required. Furthermore, the 
high sensitivity of the coefficient matrix [cuv] and also of the result 
-ing coefficient matrix of the set of equations for the unknown para-
meters of edge redundant functions, demands a high multiple-precision 
accuracy in order to obtain satisfactory results. 
\ 
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